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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes results from a 3-year research effort aimed at gaining a basic understanding of high-temperature properties of LaPO₄, with a view to its application in high-temperature structural composites. Previous studies at Rockwell and the Air Force established that LaPO₄ has a unique set of properties that make it suitable as a weakly bonded interphase material that enables damage tolerance by decoupling damage in the matrix and the reinforcing fibers. However, there was previously very little information on the fundamental high temperature properties of LaPO₄, such as environmental stability, sintering, grain growth, mechanical and dielectric properties. Such studies require high purity powders that have only recently been produced at Rockwell. Using these materials, measurements have been made of the following properties: stability in various high temperature environments required for Air Force applications, including water-containing environments typical of combustion, vacuum, and reducing environments; high-temperature creep, hardness, toughness, and sliding; low-temperature debonding, deformation, and sliding mechanisms; and dielectric properties. A preliminary assessment is made of the potential for developing directionally solidified eutectic oxide systems containing LaPO₄ for toughening.
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1.0 SUMMARY

There is a need in the Air Force for ceramic composites with long-term stability in severe high temperature environments containing oxygen, water vapor, and fuel impurities typical of turbine engines. Until recently, the development of thermodynamically stable oxide composites was prevented by the lack of a key ingredient; a suitable weakly bonded interphase material, to impart some degree of damage tolerance by decoupling damage in the matrix and the reinforcing fibers or other phases. During the last five years several suitable interphase materials have been identified, the most refractory being LaPO$_4$ (La-monazite) with a melting point higher than alumina (2070°C).$^{1-8}$ Composites of LaPO$_4$ and alumina have been produced with promising high temperature properties.$^{9-11}$

Our aim in this contract is to gain a basic understanding of high temperature properties of LaPO$_4$, with a view to its application in high temperature structural composite materials. LaPO$_4$ (and more generally the rare-earth orthophosphates) have historically been overlooked as high temperature materials for use in corrosive and demanding environments. Previously contemplated and/or realized uses are limited to radioactive waste containment (the monazites are the ideal crystal hosts for actinide or transuranic elements), luminescent materials, scintillators, catalyst substrates and electrochemical electrodes. There is presently very little information on the fundamental high temperature properties such as sintering, grain growth, mechanical and dielectric properties. Such studies require high purity powders that previously have not been available.

Results from the work are described in sections 4 to 13. Some of the key results are as follows:

(1) Methods have been improved for synthesizing high purity stoichiometric LaPO$_4$ powder slurries and for developing uniform controlled microstructures in colloidally processed sintered bodies. This is a critical requirement for studies of intrinsic high-temperature properties of
LaPO$_4$; normal synthesis methods invariably lead to phosphorous-rich compositions, in which the high-temperature properties are dominated by amorphous grain boundary phases.

(2) The stability of LaPO$_4$ systems in high-temperature water-containing environments typical of combustion gases was demonstrated (collaboration with E. Opila, NASA Glenn). Reactions were found from volatile species originating from silica and alumina furnace tubes; in the case of alumina, a very thin protective layer of lanthanum aluminate was formed on the surface. However, no reactions were detected between water vapor and LaPO$_4$.

(3) The stability of LaPO$_4$ in high-temperature vacuum and reducing environments was demonstrated. Previous observations of reaction of LaPO$_4$ in direct contact with graphite, along with some incorrect thermodynamic data in the literature, had led others to speculate that LaPO$_4$ would not be stable in these environments.

(4) Debonding and sliding mechanisms were studied in model composites consisting of fully dense Al$_2$O$_3$ matrices with LaPO$_4$-coated single crystal and eutectic oxide fibers with varied interface topologies and residual stresses. These studies showed that LaPO$_4$ is compatible with, and enables debonding at all of the fibers (Al$_2$O$_3$, YAG, ZrO$_2$, and mullite). They also revealed that sliding of these fibers causes intense plastic deformation of the LaPO$_4$ coating by deformation twinning and dislocation motion at low temperatures, as well as dynamic recovery, and that these plastic deformation mechanisms could be critical for preventing the development of very high stresses during constrained sliding of rough interfaces in oxide composites.

(5) Detailed analysis was carried out of deformation twining mechanisms in LaPO$_4$ deformed at room temperature (collaboration with Randy Hay, WPAFB). Crystal structure considerations suggest that the relative abundance of twinning modes may correlate with low shear modulus on the twin plane in the direction of twinning shear, and with a possible low-energy interface structure consisting of a layer of xenotime of one half unit cell thickness at (100) and (001) twins.
(6) Studies of high temperature deformation and sliding of LaPO$_4$, including measurements of hardness and fracture toughness at temperatures up to 1000°C (in vacuum and air) and measurements of sliding of a sapphire pyramid over surfaces of LaPO$_4$ at temperatures up to 1000°C (in air), have shown that the reduction in mechanical properties with increasing temperature is less than other oxide compounds.

(7) Studies of high-temperature deformation and creep of LaPO$_4$ at temperatures in the range 1100°C to 1500°C (in air), using both stoichiometric compositions and compositions with a slight excess of P, have shown a strong effect of excess P on creep properties. The creep rates for stoichiometric LaPO$_4$ are similar to those of zirconia and alumina, a result that is perhaps surprising given the much easier room temperature deformation observed in LaPO$_4$. The implications for the behavior of LaPO$_4$ interphases in oxide composites are assessed in Sect. 9.

(8) The dielectric properties of stoichiometric LaPO$_4$ have been measured at room temperature at 8.2 GHz. The dielectric constant was similar to that of alumina, while the dielectric loss factor was very low, indicative of clean grain boundaries. In material containing excess P, the dielectric constant was not altered, but the loss was higher. The results indicate that, for use in oxide composites based on alumina, the presence of LaPO$_4$ will not significantly alter the dielectric response.

(9) Studies of directionally solidified eutectic structures (collaboration with A. Sayir, NASA) have shown the potential feasibility of an extremely high temperature oxide composite consisting of a 2-phase Al$_2$O$_3$/LaPO$_4$ structure toughened by debonding between the two phases. However, the results indicate that production of controlled microstructures will most likely require control of the atmosphere above the melt to prevent changes in composition due to preferred evaporation of P.
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3.0 TRANSITIONS

Summary:

Basic research conducted by Rockwell Scientific Company and AFRL during the past six years has established that LaPO₄ has a unique set of properties needed for producing oxide ceramic composites for use in a variety of high temperature aerospace components. Methods were developed for synthesizing high purity precursors and powders necessary to study intrinsic properties and produce composites. Based on the results of this work, composites for use in thermal protection systems for space vehicles have been produced and successfully tested by the Air Force, NASA and Boeing in several 6.2 development programs, under conditions representative of re-entry (arc-jet, rain erosion, acoustic environment - technology readiness level, TRL 5). Another AFRL 6.2 program is underway to test monazite-based composites for use in a new generation of high-performance turbine-engine combustors.

What Was Accomplished:

High-temperature ceramic composites derive their damage tolerance from the presence of a relatively weak interface between the reinforcing fibers and the matrix (or a fiber coating). In the case of carbon and SiC based composites, graphite or BN coatings serve this purpose. However, these composites are not suitable for use in oxidizing environments. Until the recent discovery at Rockwell Scientific that La-monazite provides a suitable interface for oxide composites, there were no materials available for analogous oxidation-resistant composites. In this program we established the basic mechanics of interface debonding between LaPO₄ and several oxide fiber materials; developed methods for synthesizing LaPO₄ materials with well controlled chemistry (not previously available because LaPO₄ has been generally overlooked as a potentially useful refractory ceramic); demonstrated stability and compatibility with fibers in high temperature oxidizing and reducing environments; discovered low temperature deformation mechanisms that
enhance its performance as a constituent of the composite, and measured a variety of high temperature deformation properties.

Composites based on monazite have been transitioned to two types of thermal protection materials for re-entry vehicles: (i) the outer skin of flexible insulating blankets under the NASA SLI program led by Boeing, giving an increase in operating temperature of 1000°C over materials presently used on the space shuttle; and (ii) a protective outer skin on rigid tiles, under an AFRL DUS&T (Dual Use Science & Technology) program, also led by Boeing.

![Thermal protection tiles with thin monazite-matrix composite face sheet that provides protection against impact damage](image)

Composites based on monazite have also been transitioned to a 6.2 AFRL program for use in a new generation of high-performance turbine-engine combustors. This program combines the monazite-based composites with integral weaving techniques to enable new concepts for thin wall combustors. Testing of sub-components in the trapped vortex test rig in the propulsion division at WPAFB is planned for early 2005.
Why It Is Important:

The goal of this program is to provide the basic understanding of properties and synthesis processes for La-monazite to enable development of high-temperature, oxidation-resistant composites. The use of such composites will be key to the next generation of higher performance turbine engines and space vehicles. In the specific examples mentioned above, the higher temperature capability of monazite-based thermal protection blankets will allow the use of blankets instead of tiles over a larger fraction of a vehicle surface, resulting in large cost reductions (factor of 10), while the use of monazite-based composite surfaces on rigid tiles will protect against foreign object damage, thus leading to increased reliability, reduced maintenance, and faster turnaround.
Section 6
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Influence of Interfacial Roughness on Fiber Sliding in Oxide Composites with La-Monazite Interphases
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Room-temperature debonding and sliding of fibers coated with La-monazite is assessed using a composite with a polycrystalline alumina matrix and fibers of several different single crystal (mullite and sapphire) and directionally solidified eutectics (\(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3/\text{Y}_2\text{Al}_2\text{O}_{12}\) and \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3/\text{Y}-\text{ZrO}_2\)) compositions. These fibers provide a range of residual stresses and interfacial roughnesses. Sliding occurred over a debond crack at the fiber-coating interface when the sliding displacement and surface roughness were relatively small. At large sliding displacements with relatively rough interfaces, the monazite coatings were deformed extensively by fracture, dislocations, and occasional twinning, whereas the fibers were undamaged. Dense, fine-grained areas (10 nm grain size) resembling recrystallized microstructures were also observed in the most heavily deformed regions of the coatings. Frictional heating during sliding is assessed. Potential mechanisms for forming such microstructures at low temperature are discussed, and a parallel is drawn with the known resistance of monazite to radiation damage. The ability of La-monazite to undergo both debonding and plastic deformation relatively easily at low temperatures may enable its use as a composite interface.

I. Introduction

Rare-earth orthophosphates (monazite and xenotime) are of interest for fiber-matrix interphases that enable interfacial debonding and damage tolerance in oxide composites. They are refractory materials (\(\text{LaPO}_4\) melting point, 2070°C), comparable in high-temperature oxidizing environments with many oxides that are either currently available as reinforcing fibers or of interest for future development as fibers and matrices. They are also relatively soft for such refractory materials (\(\text{LaPO}_4\) hardness, 5GPa). Studies of several combinations of oxides and rare-earth phosphates (\(\text{LaPO}_4/\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\), \(\text{LaPO}_4/\text{ZrO}_2\), \(\text{CePO}_4/\text{ZrO}_2\), \(\text{YPO}_4/\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\), and \(\text{NdPO}_4/\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\)) have shown that the oxide-phosphate interfacial bond is sufficiently weak that debonding occurs whenever a crack approaches an interface from within the phosphate. The most detailed studies have involved the \(\text{LaPO}_4/\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\) system. Other studies have shown that debonding and sliding occur in fiber pushout tests with model composites consisting of \(\text{LaPO}_4\)-coated single crystal fibers of \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\) and \(\text{Y}_2\text{Al}_2\text{O}_{12}\) (YAG) in polycrystalline \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\) matrices. Damage-tolerant behavior in ceramic composites requires sliding and pullout of fibers in addition to interfacial debonding. Recent calculations suggest that such pullout would be strongly suppressed in fully dense oxide composites by misfit stresses generated during sliding of fibers with rough interfaces or with minor fluctuations in diameter. For given strain mismatch, these misfit stresses are expected (assuming elastic accommodation) to be larger in composites with oxide interphases than in composites with turbostratic carbon or boron nitride interphases, which have low transverse elastic modulus. However, the misfit stresses could potentially be reduced by plastic deformation of the interphase. The higher elastic modulus in oxide interphases also causes larger residual thermal stresses in systems with matrix and fibers of different thermal expansion coefficients.

In this study, we investigate the debonding and sliding behavior of four La-monazite coated fibers (single-crystal alumina and mullite, directionally solidified eutectics of \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3/\text{YAG}\), and \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3/\text{Y}-\text{ZrO}_2\)) chosen to provide different residual stress states and interface morphology. The coated fibers were surrounded with a matrix of polycrystalline \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\). Debonding and sliding were assessed using indentation fracture and pushout techniques. Damage in the coating, including plastic deformation, was identified by scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM).

II. Experimental Procedure

Four different single crystal or directionally solidified eutectic oxide fibers, grown at NASA Glenn by a laser-heated float zone technique, were coated with \(\text{LaPO}_4\) by dipping in a slurry of rhabdophane (hydrated \(\text{LaPO}_4\)). The coated fibers were embedded in \(\alpha\)-alumina powder (AKP50, Sumitomo Chemicals, Tokyo, Japan) and hot pressed in graphite dies for 1 h at 1400°C. Uncoated fibers were included in the same specimen for reference. The fibers were arranged in rows within the one hot-pressed disk, with separation between fibers ~2 mm, thus ensuring identical processing conditions for all fibers. In an earlier study, the same rhabdophane slurry yielded pure La-monazite, with no excess lanthanum or phosphorus being detectable either by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis of the monazite or by reaction of the monazite with saphire fibers after long-term heat treatment (200 h at 1600°C).

The fibers had different surface textures and thermal expansion coefficients, thus allowing assessment of the effects of interfacial morphology and residual stress on debonding and sliding mechanisms. The fibers were as follows:

1. Directionally solidified \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3/\text{ZrO}_2\) eutectic fibers with a two-phase microstructure of alumina and cubic zirconia (stabilized with \(\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3\)). Dimensions of the individual phases were ~0.5 μm. The starting composition of the feed rod was 60.8 mol% \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\); 39.2 mol% \(\text{ZrO}_2\) (9.5 mol% \(\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3\)) with purity levels 99.995% or better. X-ray diffractionmetry (XRD) and SEM/TEM analysis did
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not show any evidence for a third phase, indicating that all the $Y_2O_3$ was in solid solution in the $ZrO_2$. The surfaces of the fibers were rough on the scale of the microstructure (Fig. 1(a)). The fiber diameters were ~100 µm with fluctuations of ~2 µm over lengths of ~200 µm. Thermal mismatch during cooling of the composite caused tensile radial stresses normal to the fiber surface (Table I).

(2) Directionally solidified $Al_2O_3/YAG$ eutectic fibers,\(^1\), with a two-phase microstructure of dimensions ~0.5 µm and surface roughness on the scale of the microstructure (Fig. 1(b)). The fiber diameters were ~100 µm, with fluctuations of <1 µm over lengths of ~1 mm. Thermal mismatch stresses were of the same sign as for the $Al_2O_3/ZrO_2$ fibers, but were smaller in magnitude (Table I).

(3) Mullite single-crystal fibers formed from a source rod of high-purity (99.99%) polycrystalline alumina powder (CERAC, Milwaukee, WI) and 99.99% pure $SiO_2$ (Alfa Products, Ward Hill, MA), which gave 2:1 mullite as described in Ref. 19. In the as-grown condition, the fibers had smooth surfaces but relatively large fluctuations in diameter (50 ± 5 µm, Fig. 1(c)) with period ~100 µm. Thermal mismatch caused large compressive radial stress in the coating and at the fiber-coating and coating-matrix interfaces, with tensile circumferential stress in the coating and matrix (Table I).

(4) Sapphire fibers, which had smooth surfaces (as-grown) and relatively uniform diameter (100 ± 1 µm). These were included for comparison with previous studies of this system.\(^2\) All residual stresses except the circumferential (and axial) tension in the coating are small.

The hot-pressed disk was cut into slices (thickness ~0.3–2 mm) normal to the fibers. The surfaces of the slices were polished using diamond paste and some of the polished slices were thermally etched. The thicker slices were used for indentation cracking experiments, which involved placing Vickers indentations (10 kg load) in the polycrystalline alumina matrix near the fibers. The indenter was oriented so that one of the median/radial cracks grew toward the fiber to test for interfacial debonding. The thinner slices were used for fiber pushout experiments, which involved loading a flat punch (truncated Vickers indenter) onto the end of each fiber, while the slice was supported in a fixture with a gap beneath the fiber. Some specimens were fractured after the pushout test to separate the debonded interface. The indented and pushed out specimens were examined by optical microscopy and SEM.

Specimens used for fiber pushout were also sectioned parallel and perpendicular to the fiber axes and examined by TEM (Model CM20 FEG operating at 200 kV, Phillips, Eindhoven, Netherlands) to allow identification of damage within the $LaPO_4$ coating caused by debonding and sliding. Four $Al_2O_3/YAG$ fibers were examined in the parallel section; one mullite and one $Al_2O_3/ZrO_2$ were examined in the axial section. The TEM foils were prepared by impregnating the specimens with epoxy, tripod polishing to a thickness of 10 µm, followed by ion milling (Model 691 operating at 4.5 kV, Gatan, Pleasanton, CA).\(^2^6\)

III. Results

(1) Microstructural Observations

All the coated fibers were surrounded with a continuous layer of $LaPO_4$ and a fully dense matrix of polycrystalline $Al_2O_3$. Deformation during hot pressing caused the coating thickness to be larger along the sides of the fibers (~5 µm) than at the top and bottom (~1 µm). No reactions were observed between the $LaPO_4$ and any of the fibers, although a few isolated elongated $LaAl_1O_9$ grains were observed along the coating-matrix interface (perhaps the result of alkali or divalent impurities in the matrix, which are known to assist formation of rare-earth magetoplumbite-like structures\(^3\)). Despite the presence of substantial tensile residual stresses in all the $LaPO_4$ coatings (~300–400 MPa, Table I), no evidence of cracking was detected by SEM examination of polished or thermally etched cross sections (although fine-scale through-thickness coating cracks were observed in thin TEM foils of other similar composites). The grain sizes were ~0.5–1 µm in the monazite and ~2–10 µm in the alumina matrix.

Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of fiber surfaces: (a) $Al_2O_3/ZrO_2$ eutectic fiber, (b) $Al_2O_3/YAG$ eutectic fiber, and (c) mullite single crystal fiber.
Table I. Representative Residual Stresses in Composites of Monazite-Coated Fibers in a Polycrystalline $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stress component</th>
<th>Sapphire</th>
<th>Mullite</th>
<th>$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$/YAG</th>
<th>$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$/ZrO$_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radial (coating/fiber)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-720</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial (matrix/coating)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-630</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumferential (coating)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial (fiber)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-1160</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values in this table are intended only as rough guide for relative stresses. They were calculated using a coaxial cylinder analysis, assuming a temperature change of $\Delta T = 1000^\circ\text{C}$, coating thickness of 2 $\mu$m, zero volume fraction of fibers, and the following Young's moduli and thermal expansion coefficients (nominal isotropic, temperature-independent values): polycrystalline $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ (400 GPa, $8 \times 10^{-6} \, ^\circ\text{C}^{-1}$); sapphire (400 GPa, $8 \times 10^{-6} \, ^\circ\text{C}^{-1}$); mullite (200 GPa, $4 \times 10^{-6} \, ^\circ\text{C}^{-1}$); $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$/ZrO$_2$ (300 GPa, $9 \times 10^{-6} \, ^\circ\text{C}^{-1}$); and $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$/YAG (350 GPa, $8.5 \times 10^{-6} \, ^\circ\text{C}^{-1}$).23-25

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs showing interactions of indentation cracks with $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$/YAG eutectic fibers: (a) uncoated fiber in alumina matrix (indentation located below region shown); (b) fiber coated with $\text{LaPO}_4$ (indentation located out of field of views, as indicated in (d)); (c) same fiber as in (b) but showing region further along the debonded interface (arrows indicate magnitude of sliding displacement across debond crack); (d) schematic showing locations of (b) and (c).
(2) Interfacial Debonding

The LaPO₄ coatings protected all the fibers from penetration of indentation cracks, whereas uncoated fibers were always penetrated. Examples are shown for the Al₂O₃/YAG, Al₂O₃/ZrO₂ and mullite fibers in Figs. 2–4. The indentation cracks generally extended from the matrix into the LaPO₄ coatings then arrested and caused debonding at the coating/fiber interface. In a few cases with the Al₂O₃/ZrO₂ fibers, debonding occurred at both interfaces (matrix/coating and coating/fiber). The former response was observed previously with coated sapphire fibers and was shown to be consistent with the debond criterion of He and Hutchinson and the measured fracture toughnesses of the fibers, coating, and interface. Although the fracture toughnesses of the YAG/LaPO₄ and mullite/LaPO₄ interfaces have not been measured, the present observations suggest that they are similar to that of the alumina/LaPO₄ interface (~4.5 J/m²). It is noteworthy that the fibers were protected from cracking even when the contact area of the Vickers indentation was close enough to the fiber to overlap the coating (Fig. 3(b)). In that case, the residual stress from the indentation (compressive normal to the interface, tensile on the prospective crack plane into the fiber) would tend to inhibit debonding and favor fiber penetration.

The interfacial roughnesses for both of the eutectic fibers were similar to the surface roughnesses of the as-formed fibers, with amplitude ~100–300 nm and period ~500 nm (Figs. 2(a) and 3(a)). This roughness amplitude is greater than that of the interfaces at the single-crystal mullite and sapphire fibers. The initially smooth single crystal fibers developed cusps during hot pressing where grain boundaries of the monazite coating intersected the fiber surface. Measurements of the cusp profiles on sapphire fibers

![Fig. 3](image-url)

**Fig. 3.** SEM micrographs showing interactions of indentation cracks with Al₂O₃/ZrO₂ eutectic fibers: (a) uncoated fiber in alumina matrix (indentation located below region shown); (b) fiber coated with LaPO₄ (indentation located at top of field of view).

![Fig. 4](image-url)

**Fig. 4.** SEM micrographs showing interaction of indentation crack with single-crystal mullite fiber (coated with LaPO₄, in alumina matrix): (a) intersection of indentation crack with interface and debonding (indentation located above region shown); (b) same fiber as in (a) but showing region further to the right along the debonded interface (arrows indicate magnitude of sliding displacement across debond crack).
by atomic force microscopy (AFM) have been reported elsewhere. The cup heights were typically ~50 nm, and the angular distortions of the surface were small (~20°). The cusps on the mullite surfaces were very similar.

Some insight into the effect of interfacial roughness on fiber sliding and pullout can be gained from the observations of Figs. 2–4. As the debond grows around the circumference of the fiber, the loading on the crack tip due to the indentation stress field is initially mostly shear (although the loading eventually changes to tension if the crack grows sufficiently). Because fiber pullout also involves shear loading of a debond crack, the initial region of growth of the deflected cracks in Figs. 2–4 should be representative of the behavior during the corresponding stage of pullout.

In all cases, the initial debond crack followed the fiber-matrix interface, even when the interface was rough. For the mullite fibers (Fig. 4) the sliding displacement of the debond crack surfaces (~250 nm, i.e., opening displacement of initial indentation crack) is smaller than the average spacing between the interfacial cusps (~600 nm). Sliding caused separation of the debonded surfaces to accommodate their misfit (Fig. 4(b)), despite the constrained configuration with large residual compressive normal stress (~700 MPa; Table I). The misfit was apparently accommodated by elastic strains, with no irreversible deformation of the mullite fiber or the LaPO₄ coating discernable by SEM. In contrast, sliding of the eutectic fibers caused extensive damage in the LaPO₄ coating (Fig. 2(c)), with discernable damage in the fibers. The damage included cracks across the full width of the coating, aligned at ~45° to the interface on planes of maximum tension, similar to previous observations of cracking in layers of LaPO₄ sandwiched between polycrystalline Al₂O₃. More intense local damage is evident from individual asperities, as in Fig. 2(c). The damage included cracking and fine lamellar features, which could be cracks or twins.

(3) Fiber Pushout

All the fibers debonded during the pushout experiments. Sliding occurred unstably over distances of ~5–10 μm at a critical load between 10–20 N. The average shear stress (load divided by fiber surface area) at the critical load was 130 ± 10 MPa for the sapphire fibers, 200 ± 20 MPa for the mullite fibers, 190 ± 20 MPa for the Al₂O₃/YAG fibers, and 255 ± 30 MPa for the Al₂O₃/ZrO₂ fibers.

(A) Sapphire Fibers: Sliding of the sapphire fiber occurred at the fiber-coating interface, as reported previously. Grain-boundary cusps were observed along the separated interfaces by SEM and AFM, although no damage was visible in either the fiber or the coating.

(B) Al₂O₃/YAG and Al₂O₃/ZrO₂ Fibers: Extensive wear tracks were observed in the LaPO₄ coatings on both eutectic fibers, indicating that sliding involved plastic deformation (Fig. 5). Sliding occurred mostly adjacent to the fiber-matrix interface, although smeared fragments of the LaPO₄ coating remained on the fiber surface. In some regions (such as Fig. 5), sliding occurred near the matrix-coating interface.

TEM observations from a typical specimen containing a pushed-out Al₂O₃/YAG fiber are shown in Figs. 6–8. Sliding occurred along a debond crack between the LaPO₄ coating and the fiber. In most regions, a thin layer of the LaPO₄ coating within ~100–300 nm of the fiber was heavily deformed (Figs. 6–8). The intensity of deformation decreased with distance from the debond crack, with regions more than ~500 nm from the fiber being undeformed. The Al₂O₃/YAG fiber was also undamaged.

Deformation in the LaPO₄ consisted of tangled dislocations, lamellar features resembling twins, microcracks, and regions of densely packed fine crystallites (diameter as small as 10 nm) that resemble recrystallized microstructures (Fig. 6). The density of dislocations varied from grain to grain and generally decreased with distance from the debond crack. The nano-crystalline regions were within ~50–100 nm of the debond crack. In one region, there was no deformation on the mullite side of the debond crack, but a thin layer of dense nano-crystalline monazite was smeared on the fiber surface. In some areas, this smeared layer was overlaid with a less dense, coarser grained agglomeration of angular monazite particles of diameter ~50–100 nm (Fig. 7), suggestive of cataclastic flow, a process involving repeated microfracture and fine-particle transport. Similar features (intense deformation, fine crystallites, and agglomerates of angular particles) were observed in monazite debris (irregularly shaped balls, ~100–500 nm diameter) in the debond crack.

(C) Mullite Fibers: Sliding of the mullite fibers occurred predominantly at the fiber-coating interface. SEM observations of separated interfaces showed plastic deformation of the LaPO₄ coating where the varying fiber diameter caused compression of the coating during sliding, as depicted in region B of Fig. 9. (Note that the sliding displacements are smaller than the period of the diameter fluctuations and larger than the spacing of cusps associated with grain boundaries in the LaPO₄ coating.) Sliding caused tension across the coating-fiber interface (region A in Fig. 9), the separated interface was similar to that of the sapphire fiber, with grain-boundary cusps, clean separation, and no damage in the fiber or the coating.

Direct correlation of the changes in coating damage with fiber diameter fluctuation by TEM was difficult, because only limited areas were observed. Nevertheless, some trends are evident. Deformation was distributed, often nonuniformly, through the entire coating thickness (Figs. 10 and 11), rather than being localized in a thin layer adjacent to the fiber as for the Al₂O₃/YAG fiber. In some places, the monazite adjacent to the fiber was undeformed, whereas in others plastic deformation was confined to an isolated grain (Fig. 10). The region of Fig. 10 was thought to have experienced tension during sliding (as in Region A, Fig. 9), although the correlation with fiber diameter is uncertain because some of the fiber adjacent to the debond crack was removed during ion milling. Extensive microcracking was distributed throughout the coating, often at ~±45° to the fiber surface (Figs. 10 and 11).

In regions of coating inferred to have been compressed during sliding (as in region B of Fig. 9), almost the entire coating was microcracked and plastically deformed (Fig. 11). Extensive dislocation plasticity was evident, with variations in density from grain to grain. Some grains were twinned parallel to the fiber/matrix interface (Fig. 11), the orientation of maximum shear stress due to pushout of the fiber. Microcracking at ~45° to the fiber surface was extensive, with crack spacings as small as ~50 nm and an abundance of planar segments consistent with cleavage on (100), (010), and (001), as reported previously. There was some tendency for cracks oriented normal to the maximum tensile stress (northwest to southeast in Fig. 11) to be longer and have greater opening displacements than other cracks; however, the trends are subjective and the possibility of a sample preparation artifact cannot be ruled out.

IV. Discussion

(1) Effects of Residual Stress

The residual stresses noted in Table I might be expected to influence interfacial debonding. Therefore, it is necessary to establish whether the fracture behavior in the model experiments reported here is representative of that in real composites, given the differences in residual stress states and crack orientations.

In the analysis of He et al., the presence of residual stresses shifts the debond criterion by an amount that depends on the parameters \( \eta_a \) and \( \eta_b \):

\[
\eta_a = \frac{\sigma_a^{1/2}}{K}, \quad \eta_b = \frac{\sigma_b^{1/2}}{K}
\]

where \( \sigma_a \) and \( \sigma_b \) are the residual stresses normal to potential crack paths along the interface or into the fiber, \( K \) is the applied stress intensity factor for the incident crack, and \( a \) is a defect size. For a crack approaching the fiber on a radial plane, as in the indentation cracking experiments of Section II(2), the residual stresses \( \sigma_a \) (radial and hoop stresses at the surface) are equal, so the debond condition is not affected by the residual stresses.
For cracks oriented normal to the fiber axis (the most important case for a composite), $\sigma_y$ is the axial stress in the fiber and $\sigma_r$ is the radial stress at the fiber surface. The ratio of the axial to the radial stress is $\sim 2$ for all the fibers (Table I), both stresses being compressive for the mullite fibers and tensile for the others. Therefore, the residual stresses should favor debonding for mullite fibers and fiber penetration for both eutectic fibers. However, this result is sensitive to the volume fraction of fibers. For a fiber of volume fraction of 0.5, a typical value for structural composites, the magnitudes of the axial stresses decrease by a factor of $\sim 2$ to a level similar to the radial stresses. Then the residual stresses do not affect the condition for debonding and observations from cracks oriented as in the model indentation experiments are representative of transverse cracking in the composite. The additional influence of the residual stress field of the indentation, which favors penetration of the crack into the fiber, makes the indentation crack a conservative indicator for debonding.

(2) Effects of Misfit Stresses

Misfit stresses were generated during fiber sliding by roughness at two length scales, one microstructural (grooves that form at intersections of grain boundaries in the monazite coating or lamellae boundaries of the eutectic fibers with the fiber/coating interface), and the other caused by long-range fluctuations in fiber diameter (Fig. 1 and Table II). Sliding displacements in the pushout experiments exceeded the microstructural dimensions by a factor of $\sim 5$–10, but were smaller than the period of the diameter fluctuations by factors of $\sim 10$–100. The microstructural roughness dominated the misfit strains for the eutectic fibers and sapphire fibers (Table II).

For the mullite fibers, the superposition of misfit strains caused by thermal expansion mismatch (Table I) and diameter fluctuations (at the maximum sliding displacement) would cause compressive radial stresses as high as 5.2 GPa in some regions and tension in others. Because this maximum compressive stress is similar to the hardness of LaPO$_4$ (5 GPa), plastic deformation should occur throughout the coating, as observed in Fig. 11.

For the other fibers, the maximum radial mismatch caused by fluctuations in fiber diameter is of similar magnitude and opposite sign to the thermal expansion mismatch. Therefore, deformation of the coating should depend on the microstructural roughness (both the roughness shape and the mismatch strain, $\delta R$). The single crystal fibers had smaller microstructural mismatch strains ($\delta R < 0.002$) than the eutectic fibers ($\delta R \approx 0.004$).

The only oxide fibers currently available commercially in quantities sufficient to fabricate composites are polycrystalline, with grain size $\sim 50$–100 nm and diameter $\sim 12 \mu m$. The surface roughness due to grain-boundary grooving in as-fabricated fibers is typically very small ($<5 \mu m$ for Nextel 720, 3M Corp., St. Paul, MN). However, the grooves were expected to grow during processing of the matrix to depths up to approximately half of the grain size ($\sim 20$–50 nm). Although this roughness amplitude is smaller than that of the eutectic fibers, the mismatch strain is similar or larger ($\delta R \approx 0.003$–0.005). Therefore, deformation of the coating might be expected if these fibers were to be embedded in a matrix with surface roughness similar to that used in this study. However, in a composite with a porous matrix, the response would be mitigated by the reduced constraint, owing to the lower elastic stiffness of the matrix.

(3) Plastic Deformation of LaPO$_4$

The sliding of rough interfaces over distances large compared with the roughness wavelength caused plastic deformation of monazite coatings (Figs. 5–8). Plastic deformation of monazite by twinning and dislocations has also been observed after quasi-static contact with spherical indenters at room temperature [31,37]. Such deformation can occur in any brittle material in the presence of sufficient hydrostatic pressure to suppress fracture [38–43]. Because monazite, with a hardness of 5 GPa, is much softer than alumina, zirconia, and mullite (hardnesses ranging between 10–40 GPa) [44], sliding of these fibers is expected to deform the monazite without damaging the fibers.

Wear and abrasion of ceramics are known to cause intense plastic deformation, similar to that in heavily cold-worked metals, with fine, heavily deformed wear debris as in Fig. 6. [36,45–51] The depth of the deformed zone is expected to be similar to the dimensions of the sliding asperities, consistent with the observations in Figs. 6–8 (500 nm depth of monazite deformation from sliding of Al$_2$O$_3$/YAG fiber with roughness amplitude $\sim 200$ nm and wavelength $\sim 1 \mu m$). Mullite fibers, with larger roughness amplitude (2.5 mm) and wavelength (100 mm), deform the entire coating, rather than just a thin layer. Abrasive wear of interfaces in a composite can affect the fiber sliding resistance and thus the mechanical properties of the composite, particularly during fatigue [49].

The mechanism responsible for forming the dense nano-crystalline regions that resemble recrystallized grains, as in Fig. 6, is not known. Recrystallization normally occurs only at sufficiently high temperatures and long times to allow dislocation climb [40]. This would not be expected during room-temperature deformation of a refractory material, such as LaPO$_4$, and was not observed in indented monazite [31]. In alumina, which has a similar melting point, recovery and recrystallization of cold-worked microstructures typically requires temperatures of at least 800°C [45] and perhaps as high as 1200°C [51]. This raises a question of whether friction caused local heating in these experiments, or whether another mechanism might be responsible for this microstructure. Two possible mechanisms are low-temperature amorphization and recovery, which has been observed in wear and abrasion of two-phase metals [46] or very fine-scale comminution accompanied by densification by local deformation.

(A) Local Heating Effects: Several estimates of temperature rises during sliding, based on different assumptions about heat dissipation mechanisms, are given in Appendix A. An upper (adiabatic) limit for quasi-static continuous deformation gives temperature rises between $\sim 800$°–2000°C, depending on whether analysis is performed for individual asperities or for an average contact area. However, according to a very conservative estimate, an upper-bound for the sliding velocity is several orders of magnitude smaller than that required for adiabatic heating. A similar conclusion is drawn from application of fractional sliding analyses [52–56] which give small temperature increments for this upper-bound sliding velocity ($\sim 0.5°C$ for an asperity calculation and $\sim 5°C$ for an average calculation).

These calculations indicate that significant increases in temperature could not have occurred in these experiments if the assumptions of quasi-static, continuous deformation are valid. Several mechanisms could potentially violate these conditions by producing local discontinuous deformation. One is stick slip motion, which causes local sliding velocities significantly larger than average [55]. The local velocity would need to exceed the maximum upper-bound average velocity by a factor of $\sim 100$ to approach adiabatic conditions (Appendix A). Although this is possible (local elastic unloading could cause local velocities approaching sonic values), experiments and geological observations have found less heating during stick-slip than during stable sliding [55] (reduction of maximum stress by interface separation waves were suggested as a cause).

Another mechanism is cataclastic flow [40] accompanied by plastic deformation of the debris. Fine-grained (50–100 nm), angular, and porous monazite debris characteristic of cataclastic flow was observed in some regions (Fig. 7). The prevalence of other deformation microstructures (dislocations, nano-crystalline regions) also varied from place to place, suggesting that there was spatial and perhaps temporal variation in the intensity of deformation during the pushout experiments. Local adiabatic heating could occur during cataclastic flow as a result of imperfect contact between the debris and the surroundings, leading to reduced heat conduction to the surroundings, or by local stick-slip motion of the angular debris causing rapid impact of sharp particles. In geological studies, fine-grained debris (fault gouge) is itself suspected to influence whether
Fig. 5. SEM micrographs showing $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3/\text{ZrO}_2$ eutectic fiber after push-out: (a) bottom of push-out specimen (monazite-coated eutectic fiber, polycrystalline $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ matrix); (b) monazite layer remaining attached to fiber, showing deformation caused by sliding.

Fig. 6. TEM micrographs at progressively increasing magnification from cross section of monazite-coated $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$/YAG fiber after push-out. Heavily deformed monazite debris between asperities on the fiber surface is evident at intermediate magnification. Dense nano-crystalline microstructure along the debond crack is evident at high-magnification.
A progression from stick-slip to stable sliding as debris builds up during fiber pushout displacement is possible, with a consequent change in local temperature increases. Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to assess any of these effects quantitatively.

(B) Annealing of Radiation Damage: Monazite is known to recover readily from displacive damage events at near-ambient temperatures, making it extremely resistant to amorphization by radiation damage, and thus an ideal host for containment of actinide or transuranic elements. In a recent study, radiation damage in LaPO₄ and several related ABO₃-type phosphates and silicates was monitored as a function of temperature in situ by TEM. Fundamental differences in the amorphization and recrystallization kinetics between the orthophosphates and silicates were observed. The critical temperature above which amorphization could not be induced (i.e., recrystallization processes were faster than damage accumulation) was only 35°C for LaPO₄, but >700°C for zircon. This difference was tentatively attributed to the higher stability of isolated PO₄ tetrahedra than isolated SiO₄ units, with less bond-breaking required to crystallize the amorphous structure.

Whether this behavior might be related to recrystallization after intense mechanical deformation is not clear. Recrystallization of a
material with high density of dislocations requires lattice diffusion for dislocation climb,\textsuperscript{50} whereas recrystallization after amorphization by radiation damage does not require such diffusion. Nevertheless, the resistance of monazite to amorphization hints that solid-state processes in monazite are faster than those in many other ceramics, such as alumina and zircon, at similar homologous temperatures.\textsuperscript{60} Independent measurements of nucleation, recrystallization, grain growth, and diffusion are needed to determine whether recrystallization of intensely deformed monazite might occur near room temperature.

Fig. 10. Monazite coating on mullite fiber: region thought to have experienced tension during fiber sliding (as in Region A, Fig. 9). Monazite next to fiber is mostly undamaged, but entire coating is cracked. Compression increases toward right side of micrograph.

Fig. 11. Monazite coating on mullite fiber: region thought to have experienced compression during fiber sliding (as in Region B, Fig. 9). Coating is heavily deformed through entire thickness, although with grain-to-grain variation. Large cracks tend to run NW–SE.
V. Summary and Conclusions

La-monazite is compatible with mullite, YAG, ZrO₂, and Al₂O₃. The interfaces between La-monazite and these materials are sufficiently weak to allow debonding when a crack approaches the interface from within the monazite. This occurs even in the presence of substantial residual compressive stresses normal to the interface, as in the case of the mullite fiber in an alumina matrix.

All the monazite-coated fibers in this study (single crystal mullite and alumina, eutectic Al₂O₃/YAG, and Al₂O₃/ZrO₂) underwent sliding in single fiber pushout experiments. Sliding occurred along a single interfacial debond when the displacement was small and/or the fiber surfaces were relatively smooth. At larger displacements, the eutectic fibers, which had rougher interfaces than the single crystal fibers, caused extensive damage in the LaPO₄ coating adjacent to the fiber. The mullite fibers, which had smooth surfaces but large oscillations in diameter, caused deformation through the entire thickness of the coating in regions of large misfit strain. Damage mechanisms included fracture, dislocation plasticity, and occasional twinning. The fibers were undamaged, as might be expected given their higher hardnesses. The relative softness of La-monazite, resulting from its ability to deform plastically at low temperatures, may be critical for its use as a composite interface.

TEM observations showed densely packed fine crystallites of monazite in the most heavily deformed regions, resembling recrystallized microstructures. Several analyses indicated that significant frictional heating during sliding was unlikely unless stick-slip motion or cataclastic flow caused large increases in local sliding velocities and deformation rates. The detailed mechanisms responsible for this microstructure, which is unusual for such a refractory material at low temperature, have not been identified. However, a parallel exists in the recrystallization from radiation damage at much lower temperatures in La-monazite than in other minerals.

(1) Adiabatic Sliding

If we assume that the work done by sliding friction is dissipated entirely by uniform adiabatic heating in a zone of deformed monazite adjacent to the plane of sliding, the temperature rise is

\[ \Delta T = \frac{\tau_s \delta}{pc_h} \]

where \( \tau_s \) is the sliding friction stress, \( \delta \) is the sliding displacement, \( h \) is the thickness of the deformation zone, and \( p \) and \( c_p \) are the density and specific heat of the monazite. For the sliding experiment corresponding to Fig. 6, the measured parameters are \( \tau_s \approx 200 \text{ MPa}, \delta = 5 \mu\text{m} \) and \( h \approx 0.2 \mu\text{m} \). With \( p = 5 \text{ g/cm}^3 \) and \( c_p = 500 \text{ J/(kg·K)} \), Eq. (A-1) gives \( \Delta T = 2000°C \).

An alternative estimate based on incremental sliding of individual asperities, as depicted in Fig A1, gives the temperature rise as

\[ \Delta T = \frac{H A_s}{pc_p h} \]

where \( H \) is the hardness of the monazite, \( A_s \) is the cross-sectional area of the asperity, and \( A_s/A_p \) is the cross-sectional area of the plastic deformation zone created by the asperity as it slides (the sliding force acting on the asperity being set equal to \( HA_s \)). If we take \( H \) as the room temperature hardness of monazite (~5 GPa)\(^1\) and \( A_s/A_p \approx 2 \) (from Fig. 6), Eq. (A-2) gives \( \Delta T = 1000°C \).

Both of these estimates are subject to considerable uncertainty (a factor of ~2) associated with the parameters \( h \) and \( A_s/A_p \), as well as the assumption of uniform heating within the zone. Nevertheless, they indicate that large local temperature rises could occur if the sliding velocity is sufficiently large to cause adiabatic conditions.

(2) Estimated Sliding Velocity and Transient Heating Effects

The time in transient heat conduction problems always appears normalized by the characteristic time, \( \tau \):\(^{52}\)

\[ \tau = \frac{pc_d^2}{k} \]

where \( k \) is the thermal conductivity and \( d \) is a characteristic diffusion distance. In the fiber sliding problem, \( d \) is the depth of the deformation zone and the conditions are close to adiabatic only if the time, \( t_h \), taken to heat the deformation zone is small compared with \( \tau \). If we assume that heat is conducted only into the monazite (\( k = 2 \text{ W/(m·K)} \)), \( \tau \approx 10^{-7} \text{s} \) for a zone of depth ~0.2 \mu m. The time \( t_h \) is given by \( t_h = \delta/v \), where \( \delta \) is the sliding distance and \( v \) is the sliding velocity.

Although the sliding velocity was not measured in the experiments described in Section II, a very conservative upper bound may be estimated. The experiments involved loading the indenter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiber radius (R/( \mu \text{m} ))</th>
<th>Sapphire</th>
<th>Mullite</th>
<th>YAG/Al₂O₃</th>
<th>Al₂O₃/ZrO₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Maximum sliding displacement (~10 \mu m)

\(^2\)Nominal radial misfit stresses intended only as rough guide for comparisons: stresses calculated as in Table 1 but radial misfit strains \( h \) and \( \delta \) are the maximum misfit strain for sinusoidal diameter fluctuation \( \varepsilon_{\text{max}} < \varepsilon_{\text{a}} \).

Appendix A

Estimates of Heating from Fiber Sliding

Several approaches, based on different assumptions about dissipation mechanisms, may be taken to estimate limits on local temperature rises during fiber sliding. Some results from these analyses are summarized as follows:

Table II. Misfit Strains and Stresses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Sapphire</th>
<th>Mullite</th>
<th>YAG/Al₂O₃</th>
<th>Al₂O₃/ZrO₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiber radius (R/( \mu \text{m} ))</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microstructural roughness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude, ( \delta R ) (( \mu \text{m} ))</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period, ( \lambda_R ) (( \mu \text{m} ))</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta R/\lambda_R )</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_R ) (MPa)(^2)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber diameter fluctuation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude, ( \Delta R ) (( \mu \text{m} ))</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period, ( \lambda_R ) (( \mu \text{m} ))</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta R/\lambda_R )</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_R ) (MPa)(^2)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Maximum sliding displacement (~10 \mu m)

\(^2\)Nominal radial misfit stresses intended only as rough guide for comparisons: stresses calculated as in Table 1 but radial misfit strains \( h \) and \( \delta \) are the maximum misfit strain for sinusoidal diameter fluctuation \( \varepsilon_{\text{max}} < \varepsilon_{\text{a}} \).
on the end of the fiber using a fixed weight lowered slowly (velocity \(< 10^{-4} \text{ m/s}\)) by a viscous dashpot. When the interface debonded, the sliding fiber accelerated unstably until the indenter contacted the matrix. The magnitude of the acceleration was determined by the resultant force on the fiber (the difference between the combined weight of the loading mass, indenter, and fiber and the opposing forces due to sliding friction and the dash-pot). An upper bound for this acceleration, corresponding to zero resistance from sliding and the dashpot, is the gravitational acceleration, \(g\). This acceleration acting over the measured sliding displacement (\(-5 \mu\text{m}\)) would result in a maximum velocity of \(10^{-2} \text{ m/s}\). A less conservative overestimate obtained by assuming that the sliding friction remains constant during the test gives a value smaller by a factor of 15.

With the upper-bound velocity of \(10^{-2} \text{ m/s}\) and the sliding distance \(\delta = 5 \mu\text{m}\) for the average analysis of Eq. (A-1), the lower bound estimate for the heat input time is \(t_h \approx 5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ s}\). This is more than three orders of magnitude larger than the value of \(\tau\) estimated above, indicating that adiabatic conditions are not approached. For the asperity sliding analysis (Eq. (A-2)), the relevant sliding distance is smaller (equal to the dimensions of the asperity, \(-0.5 \mu\text{m}\)) giving a smaller heat input time, although still far from adiabatic conditions (\(t_h/\tau \approx 10^2\)).

It is worth noting the role of asperity size in the above analysis. Because both \(d\) in Eq. (A-3) and the sliding distance \(\delta\) that determines the sliding time \(t_h\) scale with the asperity size, the ratio \(t_h/\tau\) increases with decreasing asperity size. Therefore, if the damage observed in Fig. 6 was caused by sequential sliding of asperities of various sizes, the conditions for the smaller asperities would have been further from adiabatic. Given the conservative nature of these estimates it appears unlikely that large temperature increases could have occurred in these experiments if sliding occurred uniformly.

### (3) Frictional Sliding Analyses

In the literature on frictional sliding, the assumption is made that work done by frictional forces is dissipated as heat at the interface between the sliding surfaces.22-24 Solutions for the interface temperature as a function of the sliding velocity are obtained from analysis of heat flow into the materials either side of the interface. Solutions are available at a macroscopic level (average) and at an asperity contact level for transient and steady-state conditions. These solutions can be written in the general form

\[ \Delta T = \left( \frac{F v}{A} \right) \left( \frac{k_1}{\varepsilon_1} + \frac{k_2}{\varepsilon_2} \right)^{-1} \]

where \(\Delta T\) is the difference between the interface temperature and the remote temperature, \(F v\) is the sliding force, \(v\) the velocity, \(A\) the contact area, \(k_1\) and \(k_2\) are the thermal conductivities of materials 1 and 2 either side of the interface, and \(\varepsilon_1\) and \(\varepsilon_2\) are functions of the contact geometry, thermal diffusivities (\(\kappa\)) and the time over which the heat is applied. A limitation of these models is that \(\Delta T\) increases without limit as the sliding velocity increases (i.e., as adiabatic conditions are approached), a consequence of the assumption that the heat is dissipated at the interface rather than in a deformation zone of finite volume.

For the analysis of sliding asperities, a convenient solution for \(l_1\) and \(l_2\) that is of a gaussian heat source applied for a time \(t\) over a circular contact area of radius \(r_c\)

\[ \ell = r_c \pi^{1/2} \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{4\alpha t}{r_c^2} \right)^{1/2} \]

(A-5)

An upper bound for the sliding force on an asperity is given by taking the contact pressure equal to the hardness of the monazite and a friction coefficient of unity, so that \(F_p/A = H\). For asperity contact times between the limits of \(\sim r_c/\nu\) and \(\delta/\nu\), the temperature increase estimated from Eq. (A-4) for an \(Al_2O_3-YAG\) asperity with \(r_c = 0.2 \mu\text{m}\), \(\alpha = 0.05 \text{ cm/s}\), \(k \sim 20 \text{ W/(mK)}^{-1}\), and other parameters as defined above is \(\sim 0.5^\circ\text{C}\). An alternative analysis based on the measured sliding force and uniform contact gave \(\Delta T \approx 5^\circ\text{C}\).
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Abstract

Polycrystalline monazite (LaPO₄) was deformed at room temperature by a spherical indenter. Deformation twins were identified by TEM in 70 grains. Five twin planes were found: (100) was by far the most common; (001) and (120) were less common; (122) was rare, and kinks in (120) twins were identified as irrational '(483)' twin planes. The twinning modes on these planes were inferred from the expression of twinning shear at free surfaces, predictions of classical deformation twinning theory, and various considerations of twin morphology and crystal structure. Atomic shuffle calculations that allow formation of either a glide plane or a mirror plane at the twin interface were used to analyze twin modes. The inferred twin modes all have small atomic shuffles. For (001) twins, the smallest shuffles were obtained with a glide plane at the interface, with displacement vector $\mathbf{R} = \frac{1}{3}[010]$. The results do not uniquely define a twin mode on (100), leaving open the possibility of more than one mode operating on this plane. Factors that may determine the operative deformation twinning modes are discussed. Crystal structure considerations suggest that the relative abundance of twinning modes may correlate with low shear modulus on the twin plane in the direction of twinning shear, and with a possible low-energy interface structure consisting of a layer of xenotime of one half-unit-cell thickness that could form at (100) and (001) twins. The three most common twins have low strains to low Σ coincidence site lattices (CSLs).

Keywords: Crystalline oxides; Transmission electron microscopy; Twinning; Modeling; Deformation structure; Monazite

1. Introduction

1.1. Deformation twinning background

Twinning is a deformation mechanism that can impart some ductility to complex oxides. However, detailed knowledge of twinning modes in complex and low symmetry materials is limited [1,2]. We report observations of deformation twinning in monazite (monoclinic LaPO₄) induced by a spherical indenter at room temperature.

TEM observations provide information on twin planes and orientation relationships. However, they usually do not define the shear direction, which is needed for a complete specification of the twin mode. To determine twin modes, we use additional
observations of the expression of twinning shear at free surfaces along with other considerations of crystal structure, classical deformation twinning theory [1,3] (calculated twinning shear and shuffle displacements), and special boundary structures, such as those predicted from coincidence site lattice (CSL) theory [4–6]. In a companion paper, twin modes in a kinked monazite twin are inferred by other methods [7].

Twins are identified with the twin plane \((K_1)\). Twin modes are labeled using conventions reviewed by Christian and Mahajan [1] and Crocker [8], which use \(K_1, K_2\) (the other undistorted plane), \(\eta_1\) (the shear direction), and \(\eta_2\) (the direction in \(K_2\) normal to the intersection of \(K_1\) and \(K_2\)) (Fig. 1). Since only two of these parameters are independent, any two of them can be used to specify the twin mode. Three types of classical twins can be distinguished: type I twins, in which the twin and matrix are related by reflection across the twin plane or a 180° rotation around the normal to the twin plane, with \(K_1\) and \(\eta_2\) being rational and \(K_2\) and \(\eta_1\) irrational; type II twins which are related by rotation of 180° around the shear direction or a reflection in the plane normal to the shear direction, with \(K_1\) and \(\eta_2\) being irrational and \(K_2\) and \(\eta_1\) rational; and compound twins, which have \(K_1, \eta_2, K_2,\) and \(\eta_1\) all rational, in which case all reflection and rotation operations are equivalent. For centrosymmetric crystals like monazite, the reflection and 180° rotation operation for both type I and type II twins are equivalent [1,3,9]. The twins are labeled using pairs of rational parameters: \((K_1)[\eta_2]_1\) for type I; \((K_2)[\eta_1]_0\) for type II; and \((K_3)[\eta_2]_c\) for compound twins. The plane containing \(\eta_1\) and \(\eta_2\) is the shear plane. The shear strain, \(s\), is equal to \(2\tan(\theta/2)\), where \(\theta\) is the angular twinning shear, and \(\theta/2\) is the angle between \(K_1\) and \(\eta_2\) or \(K_2\) and \(\eta_1\) (Fig. 1). Irrational indices are denoted by the closest rational indices using the notation ‘[ ]’ or ‘( )’.

1.2. Monazite background

Monazite has recently received attention for use in structural ceramics that rely on its unusual combination of properties: high temperature stability (melting point 2072 °C), compatibility with common structural oxide ceramics [10–12], relatively low hardness (5 GPa [10], Moh’s hardness of 5.5 [13]), and weak bonding with other oxide ceramics [10]. The low hardness and weak bonding are especially important for machinable ceramics [14], where they enable material removal, and for fiber reinforced composites, where they allow crack deflection and fiber pullout, without the problem of oxidation experienced by the more commonly used graphitic carbon and BN interfaces.

A soft or compliant fiber coating aids the pullout of fibers in a ceramic composite by accommodating mismatch strains from irregularities on the fiber surface [15]. Although monazite is relatively soft for a refractory material, it is not as soft as graphitic carbon or BN. Consequently, the fiber push-out stresses for monazite coated fibers are higher (~150–200 MPa) [10] than for carbon and BN coated fibers (~2–20 MPa) [16,17]. Nevertheless, there is convincing evidence for crack deflection and pullout of monazite coated fibers [10,18,22], accompanied by deformation of the coating.

Monazite deformation mechanisms have not been studied in detail. Cleavage and twinning on \((1 0 0)\) and \((0 0 1)\) have been reported in the mineralogical literature [23], although it is not known whether the twins were formed by deformation or during crystal growth. Studies of deformation caused by spherical indentation of polycrystalline monazite and monazite/oxide mixtures have shown
evidence for plastic deformation at room temperature. A preliminary report has shown both slip and twinning [24]. Extensive deformation involving slip and twinning has also been observed in monazite fiber coatings after fiber push-out at room temperature [25].

Monazite is monoclinic, with space group $P2_1/n$ and lattice parameters $a = 0.6825$ nm, $b = 0.7057$ nm, $c = 0.6482$ nm, and $\beta = 103.21^\circ$ [26]. An equivalent description consistent with current crystallographic conventions [27] is space group $P2_1/c$ with lattice parameters $a' = -c = 0.6482$ nm, $b' = b = 0.7057$ nm, $c' = (a + c) = 0.8269$ nm, and $\beta = 126.53^\circ$. Historically, the $P2_1/n$ space group has been used for monazite. Since this space group gives a simpler description of the observed twins, it will be used here.

2. Experiments

Monazite powder was hot pressed to near full density with grain size $\sim 5-20$ $\mu$m (and occasional grains exceeding 50 $\mu$m). The hot-pressed material was indented at room temperature with a 3 mm tungsten carbide ball using 20 kg load. TEM samples were prepared from regions surrounding five indentations by tripod polishing back to the indented surface, mounting the polished slices (5–10 $\mu$m thickness) on copper grids, and ion-milling in a Gatan Precision Ion Polishing System (Model 691) at 4.5 kV. Optical microscopy in polarized transmitted light was done prior to ion-milling, TEM samples were not carbon coated. Further details of sample preparation are described elsewhere [28].

The samples were observed using a Phillips CM200 TEM with a field emission gun operating at 200 kV. A double-tilt holder was used to orient the samples so that twin boundaries were edge-on and the same low-index zone was present for both the matrix and twin. In this orientation, the twin boundary plane could be identified. A similar method was used to identify cleavage planes. Since good two-beam imaging conditions are difficult to achieve with large lattice-parameter materials like monazite, zone-axis diffraction conditions were used for low magnification images. Corresponding selected-area diffraction patterns from regions including both twins and matrix are included with most images. TEM negatives were digitized in a Leafscan 45 and measurements were made from the digital images. Distortion introduced into the digitized images was calibrated and corrected when necessary. This distortion was responsible for earlier confusion about whether some twins may have been martensitic phase transformations [24]. After correction for distortion during digitization, it was clear that only twins were present.

3. Results

Indentation of the monazite with the WC ball left permanent impressions similar to those produced in metallic or “quasi-plastic” materials [14,29,30]. Twinning was not visible optically in polarized transmitted light, although twins of sufficient width for optical observation were observed in other samples [14]. Extensive microcracking and dislocation plasticity were observed beneath the center of the indent, but twinning was rare. Towards the sides of indents, twinning was more common, with twins being in, at most, one out of every three grains.

When TEM sections were very thin over a very large area and copper from the TEM grid was far away, monazite would sublime under the electron beam when conditions for bright illumination at moderate (~100kx) and higher magnification were used. We do not know if other refractory oxides behave in a similar way under the high beam intensity and high vacuum of a field emission gun TEM. There was no other beam damage.

Twinning was much less common than slip, although in some favorably oriented grains, it was the dominant deformation mechanism. The abundance of twinning in a particular grain varied from one or two small isolated lamellae to multiple twinning throughout the grain (Fig. 2). Five different twin planes ($K_1$) were identified in 70 different monazite grains. Since twins, or any other evidence of deformation, were not observed in material remote from the indentations, all twins are inferred to be deformation twins and not growth twins. Twin intersections were not observed. Microcrack-
Fig. 2. (1 0 0) Twins with a variety of morphologies. (a) Narrow lens shaped twins completely fill the grain along with intense deformation by dislocation slip. (b) Lens shaped twins; slightly lower twin density and deformation by dislocation slip than (a). (c) Thicker, plate shaped twins with moderate deformation by dislocation slip. (d) Narrow lens shaped twins, little deformation by dislocation slip. (e) Thick, plate shaped twin; a few dislocations impinge the boundary. (f) A very narrow, planar twin.

3.1. (1 0 0) Twins

These twins were by far the most common, which is consistent with the geological abundance (although we do not know whether the geological twins were formed by growth or deformation) [23]. Cleavage on (0 1 0), (0 1 1), (1 1 0), and (1 2 0) was also observed.

Fig. 2f. Some were lenticular (Fig. 2d), with steps on the twin boundary. Thicker twins were less abundant and planar, often nearly atomically flat over distances of several microns (Fig. 2e). Average twin widths in a grain had a bimodal log-normal distribution in the 58 grains in which these twins were observed, with maxima at 18 and 56 nm (Fig. 3), and with ~70% in the smaller distribution and ~30% in the larger.
Wider twins were usually in grains with little evidence of slip, while narrower twins were often, but not always, in grains heavily deformed by slip.

In a few images, the twin deformation could be observed where twins intersected free surfaces (e.g., cracks at grain boundaries (Fig. 4)). These images allow measurement of the projected shear angle ($\theta_p$) along the beam direction: values of $28^\circ$, $18^\circ$, and $8^\circ (\pm 5^\circ)$ were observed along the [0 1 0], [0 1 1], and [0 1 2] imaging zones, respectively. Since the samples were often tilted $-10^\circ$ for observation along these zones, $\theta_p$ may be slightly distorted, but not by more than a few percent.

### 3.2. (0 0 1) Twins

(0 0 1) twins were observed in five different grains along four imaging zones: [2 1 0], [1 1 0], [0 1 0], and [1 0 0]. One twin was observed along two different zones (Fig. 5). These twins were thicker than (1 0 0) twins, averaging ~140 nm, with the smallest being 30 nm and the largest 340 nm. Lenticular twins were only observed in one grain. The remainder were flat-sided and relatively free of boundary defects. Occasionally, (0 0 1) cleavage cracks were observed along the twin plane. There was moderate density of dislocations in grains containing these twins. Only one grain with (0 0 1) twins was severely plastically deformed. In all five grains, the twins were widely spaced.

### 3.3. (1 2 0) Twins and kinks

(1 2 0) twins were observed in five different grains along four different zones: [0 0 1], [2 1 1], [2 1 0], and [4 2 3]. These twins were narrow, averaging about 28 nm, the widest being 42 nm. Three were flat sided and two were lenticular. One (flat sided) was cracked on one side, which shows that (1 2 0) is a cleavage plane. In grains containing these twins, there was usually little evidence
of dislocation slip. In two grains, these twins were kinked along a plane of somewhat variable orientation, but close to (1 2 1) (Fig. 6). Analysis discussed later, and in a companion paper [7], suggests that this may be a type II twin with an irrational '(4 8 3)' twin plane. Unusual features of these twins are discussed in more detail in the companion paper [7].

3.4. (1 2 2) Twins

Twins on (1 2 2) were observed in two grains along the [2 1 0] and [2 0 1] imaging zones. Both were lens shaped. The lens shape was more pronounced than in (1 0 0) twins. One grain was heavily deformed by dislocation slip, while the other was not (Fig. 7). One twin had an indentation similar to that observed for (1 2 0) twins (Fig. 7).

In one grain imaged along [2 1 0], the twin terminated at a crack, which was planar and close to (1 2 0) in the matrix, suggesting cleavage. The projected shear angle ($\theta_p$) at this crack was negligibly small (Fig. 7), implying that either the twin shear is very small, or the shear direction ($\eta_1$) is very close to [2 1 0].

4. Analysis and discussion

The TEM observations defined five deformation twin planes ($K_\gamma$) and corresponding orientation relationships for monazite. Each of these twins could in principle be produced by many different deformation twin modes, which cannot be distinguished by electron diffraction patterns. Observations of projected shear angles ($\theta_p$) combined with $K_\gamma$ can be used to help identify twin modes [2]. There are also empirically based selection rules for the prediction of twin modes.

Deformation twin mode selection criteria have been empirically deduced in the classical theory of deformation twinning [1,3]. These selection rules are: (i) the twinning shear ($\delta$) is small, (ii) the atomic shuffles needed to complete the twin after twinning shear are of small magnitude ($\delta$), (iii) the periodicity of the shuffles ($\lambda$) is small, and (iv) if the shuffles are large, shuffle directions are close to parallel to $\eta_1$ [1,3,8]. For metal systems with few atoms per unit cell and non-directional bonding, shuffles, if required, are often represented by a single parameter, such as the average shuffle distance divided by the nearest neighbor distance [31,32]. However, for more complex crystal struc-
Fig. 6. (120) Twins. (a) HRTEM image along [001] zone showing reflection across (120). (b) Three parallel (120) twins; the upper twin is kinked along '4 8 3'.

Figures such as monazite (24 atoms per unit cell) with strongly directional bonding, account must be taken of the relative bond stiffnesses and orientations as well as the shuffle magnitudes.

The fraction of parent lattice points carried to twin lattice sites by the twin shear is \( 1/q \), where \( q = K_1 \eta_2 \) for type I twins and \( K_2 \eta_1 \) for type II twins [1,3,8]. The periodicity of the shuffling (\( \lambda \)) is equal to \( 1/2q \) when \( q \) is even, and \( q \) when \( q \) is odd [1,3,9]. For a given twin plane, as \( \lambda \) becomes arbitrarily large, it is possible to find \( \eta_2 \) for a twin mode on that plane with \( \theta \) arbitrarily small [3]. Favored modes are those which have both small shear and simple shuffle mechanisms (small \( \theta \) and \( \lambda \)). Therefore, large values of either \( \theta \) or \( \lambda \) were not considered when assessing potential twin modes.

For monazite, each P atom is bonded to four O atoms, while each La atom is bonded to nine O atoms. The PO₄ tetrahedra are isolated, connected to each other only by the LaO₉ polyhedra, which share edges and corners with each other, as well as with PO₄ tetrahedra (each O atom is bonded to one P atom and two or three La atoms). The PO₄ tetrahedra are smaller and more tightly bound than the LaO₉ polyhedra. This difference is reflected in the bond length distributions for the two polyhedra: P–O bond lengths vary between 0.1524 and 0.1540 nm, whereas La–O bond lengths vary between 0.250 and 0.277 nm. Thus, as well as being longer, the La–O bonds have much greater variability in length (by an order of magnitude). This suggests that any bond breaking needed during twinning would occur at La–O bonds, and that the PO₄ tetrahedra are relatively rigid, being connected through more flexible LaO₉ polyhedra. In this case, the O atom shuffles can be calculated from the sum of displacements due to translation and rotation of the PO₄ tetrahedra.

Shuffle displacements (\( \delta \)) for PO₄ tetrahedra and
La atoms and rotations ($\phi$) for PO$_4$ tetrahedra were calculated for all possible type I, type II, and compound monazite twin modes with $q \leq 4$, indices $\leq 4$, and $\theta < 65^\circ$. Details are given in Appendix A. The calculations allow shuffles out of the plane of shear, and the possibility of forming either a glide plane or a mirror plane at the twin interface for type I twins, or at the plane normal to $\eta_1$ for type II twins. Comparisons between twin modes were then made using $\lambda$ and the maximum values of $\delta$ and $\phi$ for each mode, with maximum $\delta$ considered for La atoms and PO$_4$ tetrahedra together and separately. The different parameters for each mode are distinguished by subscripts and superscripts (e.g., $\delta_{\text{max}}^{\text{ap}}, \delta_{\text{max}}^{\phi}$, $\phi_{\text{max}}^{\phi}$, where $\delta_{\text{max}}^{\text{ap}}$ is the largest shuffle of all La atoms and PO$_4$ tetrahedra).

4.1. (1 0 0) Twins

Possible twin modes for (1 0 0) are listed in Table 1, along with calculated shuffle parameters and projected shear angles, $\theta_p$, for the imaging zones <0 1 0>, <0 1 1>, and <0 1 2>, corresponding to the observations described in Section 3.1. Only one mode, (1 0 0)[0 1 0]$_{\text{C}}$, had $\theta_p$ within $5^\circ$ of the observations for all three imaging zones (Fig. 4). If we assume that only one mode operates on (1 0 0), then all other modes are ruled out. This mode also has $\lambda = 1$, the lowest value of the shuffle parameter $\delta_{\text{max}}^{\text{ap}}$, and the third smallest shear ($\theta$). If we allow the possibility of more than one twin mode on (1 0 0), then there are three other reasonable modes that have small $\delta_{\text{max}}^{\text{ap}}$, $\lambda = 1$, and $\theta_p$ matching observations for two out of the three zones: (1 0 0)[2 1 0]$_{\text{A}}$, (1 0 0)[2 1 1]$_{\text{A}}$ and (1 0 0)[2 0 1]$_{\text{C}}$. The (1 0 0)[2 1 0]$_{\text{A}}$ mode has significantly smaller $\phi_{\text{max}}^{\phi}$ than the other two, whereas the (1 0 0)[2 0 1]$_{\text{C}}$ mode has much smaller shear. It may be possible that the bimodal distribution in (1 0 0) twin widths (Fig. 3) is due to the operation of more than one twin mode on (1 0 0). All other modes in Table 1 have $\lambda = 2$ or 3 and much larger $\delta_{\text{max}}^{\text{ap}}$. Most values of $\theta_p$ for these modes do not match observations. Note that very low shear alone does not appear to be a deciding factor in mode selection; the mode with by far the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>($\lambda$)</th>
<th>($^\circ$)</th>
<th>$\theta_p$ ($^\circ$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_1$</td>
<td>$\delta_{\text{max}}^{\phi}$</td>
<td>$\phi_{\text{max}}^{\phi}$</td>
<td>$\theta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1 0 0]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2 1 0]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2 0 1]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2 1 1]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3 1 0]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3 1 1]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3 1 2]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4 0 1]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4 1 0]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4 1 1]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4 1 2]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4 0 3]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4 1 3]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4 1 4]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3 0 2]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3 0 1]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4 1 2]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4 1 1]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3 0 1]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 8. Shuffles and growth mechanisms for (1 0 0)[1 0 0]c monazite deformation twin mode. The circled area is enlarged on the left-hand side of the diagram. Large gray circles are reflected La atom positions; black tetrahedra are reflected PO₄ group positions. Arrows show shuffle directions from sheared to reflected positions.

The shuffles for the (1 0 0)[1 0 0]c mode are shown schematically in Fig. 8. Adjacent PO₄ tetrahedra shuffle 0.068 nm in opposite directions parallel to [1 0 0] (η₂), and rotate 39° in opposite directions around [0 0 1]. Adjacent La atoms shuffle 0.041 nm in opposite directions parallel to [1 0 0] (Fig. 8). All shuffles are close to perpendicular to the twin shear direction (η₁), and lie in the plane of shear.

If during twinning, all of the atom shuffles and rotations within a (1 0 0) layer of half-unit-cell thickness occur together, the structure of the layer halfway through the twinning transformation is that of xenotime, the tetragonal orthophosphate with higher molar volume formed by smaller rare-earth cations [33]. Although La-monazite resists transformation to the xenotime structure in bulk, this structure may act as an intermediate activated state, with a relatively low barrier to twinning. Moreover, if the xenotime structure within the half-unit-cell layer is stabilized at the twin boundary (the higher molar volume of xenotime being partially stabilized by the interface excess volume), the twin boundary energy may be reduced. The presence of such a layer would also produce mirror symmetry in the boundary structure (Fig. 8). Analogous boundary structures have been observed or hypothesized for twins in other materials. The twin boundary for the common e-twin in calcite has been suggested to have similarities to the aragonite structure [34]. Extended twin boundaries consisting of unusual crystal structures have been observed in synthetic bicrystals of copper by Ernst et al. [35], who used high resolution TEM to identify thin slabs of rhombohedral (9R) and body-centered-cubic structures and used atomistic simulations to show that these structures lowered the boundary energies.

4.2. (0 0 1) Twins

Possible (0 0 1) twin modes are listed in Table 2. There were no observations of the projected shear angle (θₚ) for this twin. However, the (0 0 1)[0 0 1]c mode, which is the reciprocal (or conjugate) of the (1 0 0)[1 0 0]c mode discussed in the previous section, has much smaller δₘₐₓ for La atoms and PO₄ tetrahedra than other possible modes, and is therefore tentatively inferred to be the operating mode. This mode has λ = 1, the third smallest θ, and average φₘₐₓ. The shuffles and the rotations of the tetrahedra are the same as those for the (1 0 0)[1 0 0]c mode, making the shuffles in this case parallel to η₁, rather than η₂ (Fig. 9). Like the (1 0 0)[1 0 0]c mode, a boundary structure consisting of a half-unit-cell of xenotime could form.

The (0 0 1)[0 0 1]c twin mode results in forma-
Table 2
Possible (0 0 1) twinning modes with $\theta < 65^\circ$ and $q<4$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode ($\eta_i$)</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>$\delta_{\eta_i}$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\delta_{\varphi_i}$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\varphi_{\varphi_i}$ (°)</th>
<th>$\theta$ (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[0 0 1]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0 1 2]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1 1 2]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0 1 3]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2 1 3]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1 1 3]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0 3 4]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1 0 4]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1 0 2]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2 0 3]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1 0 3]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0 1 4]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1 1 4]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0 1 4]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1 1 4]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0 1 4]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2 1 4]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0 0 4]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Shuffles and growth mechanisms for (0 0 1)(0 0 1)C monazite deformation twin mode. The circled area is enlarged on the left-hand side of the diagram. This twin mode requires formation of a glide plane with displacement $\mathbf{R}$ of $\frac{1}{2}[0 1 0]$.
Table 3
Possible (1 2 0) twinning modes with $\theta < 65^\circ$ and $q=4$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>$\eta_i$</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>$\delta_a^p$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\delta_c^p$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\phi_{\lambda}$ ($^\circ$)</th>
<th>$\phi_{\theta}$ ($^\circ$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1 2 0)[0 1 0]h</td>
<td>[4 2 1]'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0 1 2)[0 0 1]h</td>
<td>[0 0 1]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 0 0)[4 2 1]h</td>
<td>[4 2 1]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 1 2)[0 0 1]h</td>
<td>[0 0 1]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 2 0)[1 1 0]h</td>
<td>[2 1 1]'</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 2 0)[1 1 1]h</td>
<td>[2 1 5]'</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A reduction in boundary energy, whereas the latter involves $R$ of half the unit-cell length, without physical translation of the twin (i.e., intrinsic to the twin mode), as proposed here for the (0 0 1) monazite twin (an underlying assumption being that sheared atoms will shuffle by the smallest possible distances to create the twin structure, regardless of whether a glide plane or mirror plane forms). The effect of combined shear and lattice translation on twin interface structure is reviewed and discussed elsewhere [1, 40]. A similar glide plane has been proposed for twin boundaries in aragonite [41].

4.3. (1 2 0) Twins and “Kinks”

Possible twin modes are listed in Table 3. There were no observations of $\theta_p$ for this twin. The mode with the smallest value of $\delta_{\infty}^p$ is (1 2 0)[0 1 0]h. This mode has $\lambda = 1$. However, it has significantly larger shear ($\theta$) than the modes suggested for (1 0 0) and (0 0 1) twins. The shuffles are shown schematically in Fig. 10: all shuffles are normal to the K$_1$ plane, and rotations are around [0 0 1]. Two of the PO$_4$ tetrahedra require small shuffles (0.014 nm) with small rotations ($\phi \sim 12^\circ$), while the other two require larger shuffles (0.085 nm) and rotations ($\phi \sim 85^\circ$). Similarly, two of the La shuffles are small (0.028 nm) and two are larger (0.071 nm). The xenotime structure does not appear to be an intermediate step in these twin shears and shuffles.

Two of the other possible modes listed in Table 3 ((0 1 2)[0 0 1]h, (1 0 0)[4 2 1]h) have low values of $\delta_{\infty}^p$. Both are type II modes, with K$_1$ being irrational and misoriented by $0.90^\circ$ and $0.87^\circ$, respectively, from (1 2 0). TEM lattice images and diffraction patterns, which have alignment accuracy of about $1^\circ$, cannot distinguish these misorientations (Fig. 6). However, the (1 2 0) plane is a reflection plane rather than a 180° rotation in all (1 2 0) twin images, so the type II modes can be ruled out. The respective shear directions [4 2 1] and [4 2 1]' are misoriented by $1.53^\circ$ for the (1 0 0)[4 2 1]h and (1 2 0)[0 0 1]h modes, and K$_2$ is (1 0 0) for both; these modes are almost identical as far as shear directions and magnitudes are concerned, and could be considered to be a single compound mode, except that the symmetry across the (1 2 0) plane clearly distinguishes reflection from 180° rotation.

Two (1 2 0) twins were kinked on a plane near (1 2 1) (Fig. 6). Analysis presented in a companion paper [7] strongly suggests that these kinks are...
(1 0 0)[2 1 0]_K twins (K_1 = (4 8 3')), the reciprocal to a possible (1 0 0) twin mode (i.e. (1 0 0)[2 1 0]_K) discussed earlier. This kinking analysis is also consistent with the above identification of the (1 2 0) twin mode as (1 2 0)[0 1 0]_K. Shuffles and shear for (1 0 0)[2 1 0]_K are the same as those the reciprocal mode (Fig. 11, Table 1). Shuffle directions are neither close to parallel to the shear direction (\eta_1) nor in the plane of shear. Like the (0 0 1) twin, the shuffles require formation of a glide plane at the twin interface.

Note that since [0 1 0] is a diad axis, the reciprocal mode to (1 2 0)[0 1 0]_I is not a twin mode, but is indistinguishable from (0 1 0)[0 0 1] slip. Similar relationships have been noted in intermetallic systems, where the reciprocal mode to a primary twinning mode is a secondary slip system at low and intermediate temperatures, and a primary slip system at high temperatures. Since compatibility stresses caused by a particular deformation mode can be relieved by the reciprocal mode, operation of both modes can help allow plastic deformation without cracking [42].

4.4. (1 2 2) Twins

For the (1 2 2) twin, there are few possible twin modes with indices \( \leq 4 \) and \( q \leq 4 \). The only mode consistent with the shear direction implied by the observation of \( \theta_p \sim 0 \) along [2 1 0] is (1 2 2)[0 1 0]_I, with an irrational shear direction \( \eta_1 \) of \( (9 4 0) \) that is 3.48° from [2 1 0] (Fig. 7). There are four different La shuffles of 0.11, 0.10, 0.10, and 0.05 nm and four different PO_4 shuffles of 0.12, 0.12, 0.11, and 0.05 nm, with PO_4 tetrahedra rotations of 53°, 40°, 39°, and 18°. The maximum shuffle is 0.12 nm, which is slightly larger than values inferred for the (1 0 0), (0 0 1), and (1 2 0) modes, and the shuffling periodicity \( \lambda \) is 2 instead of 1. Required shuffles are shown schematically in Fig. 12. None of the shuffles are parallel to \( \eta_1 \), and they do not lie in the plane of shear. Analysis of (1 2 2) indentations in a companion paper [7] is consistent with the choice of (1 2 2)[0 1 0]_I as the operating mode.

4.5. Twin mode prediction

In principle, the number of possible twin modes for a monoclinic crystal is very large. Even if we restrict the indices of the twin planes and shear directions to be \( \leq 4 \) and the shear angles to less than 90°, and only consider those twin modes with \( q \leq 4 \), there are \( \sim 1100 \) possible modes with more than 150 rational twin planes (type I twins) and 150 rational shear directions (type II twins).
previous sections, four primary twin modes and one secondary "kink" mode were inferred from observations of twin planes and shear-angle projections combined with considerations of the magnitudes of twinning shear and shuffle displacements. It is of interest to determine whether these uncommon twins (two cases observed) which are identified in the companion paper [3], and the reciprocal to this mode, (1 0 0) (12 0), were predicted a priori from ranking of any of the parameters used to characterize the shear and shuffle displacements.

The parameters $\theta$, $\phi$, and $\delta$ were calculated for all possible twin modes in monazite with indices $\leq 4$, $q \leq 4$, and $\theta < 65^\circ$. Selected results are shown in Table 4 ranked to show the top 31 selections for the $\delta_{\text{max}}$ parameter. The three most commonly observed twins have $\lambda = 1$ and fall at the top of the rankings, whereas the less common (1 2 2)(01 1) twin (two cases observed) has $\lambda = 2$ and falls slightly down the list, in 12th place. The uncommon (1 0 0)(2 1 0) twins (two cases observed), which are identified in the companion paper [3], and the reciprocal to this mode, (1 0 0)(2 1 0), was suggested as a possible additional twin mode on (1 0 0) (Section 4.1), are ranked seventh and eighth.

Of the 11 modes with lower $\delta_{\text{max}}$ than (1 2 2)(01 1), four are inferred to operate, another four are possible additional modes for (1 0 0) and

### Table 4

The twin modes in monazite with $\theta < 65^\circ$, $q \leq 4$, indices $\leq 4$, and the 31 smallest shuffle magnitudes ($\delta_{\text{max}}$). Inferred modes are in bold. Other possible modes on observed twin planes are in bold italics. The column R shows whether a mirror plane (m) or glide plane (g) forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>$K_1$</th>
<th>$\eta_1$</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>$\delta_{\text{max}}$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\delta_{\text{max}}$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\phi_{\text{max}}$ (°)</th>
<th>$\theta$ (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1 0 0)(1 0 0)</td>
<td>(1 0 0)</td>
<td>(0 0 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(0 0 1)(0 0 1)</td>
<td>(0 0 1)</td>
<td>(1 0 0)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(1 2 0)(0 1 0)</td>
<td>(1 2 0)</td>
<td>(4 2 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(0 1 2)(0 0 1)</td>
<td>(0 1 2)</td>
<td>(1 2 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(1 0 2)(0 0 1)</td>
<td>(0 0 1)</td>
<td>(0 0 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(1 0 0)(4 2 1)</td>
<td>(1 0 0)</td>
<td>(4 2 1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(1 0 0)(2 1 0)</td>
<td>(1 0 0)</td>
<td>(0 2 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>(1 0 0)(2 1 0)</td>
<td>(1 0 0)</td>
<td>(2 1 0)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>(0 1 0)(0 2 1)</td>
<td>(0 1 0)</td>
<td>(0 2 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>(1 0 0)(2 0 1)</td>
<td>(1 0 0)</td>
<td>(0 0 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>(F 0 2)(0 0 1)</td>
<td>(0 0 1)</td>
<td>(0 0 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>(1 2 2)(0 1 1)</td>
<td>(1 2 2)</td>
<td>(9 4 0)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>(1 2 2)(0 1 1)</td>
<td>(7 2 2)</td>
<td>(0 1 1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>(1 0 0)(2 1 0)</td>
<td>(1 0 0)</td>
<td>(0 2 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>(1 0 0)(2 1 0)</td>
<td>(1 0 0)</td>
<td>(2 1 0)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>(2 1 0)(1 1 0)</td>
<td>(2 1 0)</td>
<td>(3 7 1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>(2 1 0)(1 1 0)</td>
<td>(1 0 0)</td>
<td>(1 0 0)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>(1 1 1)(0 1 1)</td>
<td>(1 1 1)</td>
<td>(0 1 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>(1 1 1)(0 1 1)</td>
<td>(1 1 1)</td>
<td>(0 1 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>(2 1 0)(1 0 0)</td>
<td>(2 1 0)</td>
<td>(1 2 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>(2 1 0)(1 0 0)</td>
<td>(2 1 0)</td>
<td>(0 1 0)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>(1 0 1)(1 0 1)</td>
<td>(1 0 1)</td>
<td>(1 0 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>(1 0 1)(1 0 1)</td>
<td>(1 0 1)</td>
<td>(1 0 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>(1 0 1)(1 0 1)</td>
<td>(1 0 1)</td>
<td>(1 0 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>(0 1 1)(0 2 1)</td>
<td>(0 1 1)</td>
<td>(0 1 1)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>(0 1 1)(0 2 1)</td>
<td>(0 1 1)</td>
<td>(0 1 1)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>(1 1 0)(1 1 0)</td>
<td>(1 1 0)</td>
<td>(1 1 0)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>(1 1 0)(1 1 0)</td>
<td>(1 1 0)</td>
<td>(1 1 0)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>(0 1 0)(1 4 1)</td>
<td>(0 1 0)</td>
<td>(1 4 1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>(1 1 2)(0 0 1)</td>
<td>(1 1 2)</td>
<td>(2 4 3)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>(1 1 2)(0 0 1)</td>
<td>(1 1 2)</td>
<td>(0 0 1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(1 2 0) planes (Sections 4.1–4.3), and two have insignificantly smaller \( \delta_{\text{abs}} \). Differences in \( \delta \) of \(-0.01\) nm have questionable significance in view of the evidence mentioned above for other factor(s) influencing twin selection. The only twin plane that was not observed, but has a mode with significantly smaller \( \delta_{\text{abs}} \) than (1 2 2)[0 1 1] or (1 0 0)[2 1 0] is (0 1 2).

The twin shear (\( \theta \)) and PO\(_4\) tetrahedra rotation (\( \phi \)) parameters and the presence of glide or mirror planes at the twin interface do not seem to correlate with the presence or absence of twin modes.

### 4.6. Twin mode abundance

The (1 0 0) twins were far more abundant (by a factor of 10) than any other twin. However, this relatively high abundance is not reflected in the relative values of any of the parameters \( \lambda, \theta, \phi, \) or \( \delta \); the less common (0 0 1) twins have identical values for all these parameters, while the (1 2 0) twins have slightly larger values of \( \delta_{\text{abs}} \) and much larger values of \( \theta \) and \( \phi \). Therefore, there must be other factors that affect twin abundance.

Other factors expected to affect both the selection and abundance of a twin mode would include the existence of low energy intermediate states, such as the xenotime structure discussed in Section 4.1, the elastic modulus for shear on K\(_1\) in the direction of \( \eta_1 \), and the existence of low-energy twin boundary structures. Since the xenotime structure is possible for both the (1 0 0) and (0 0 1) twins, it does not account for their difference in abundance.

Significant differences exist in bond distributions across (1 0 0) and (0 0 1) planes of monazite. At the location marked in Fig. 13, the (1 0 0) planes are crossed only by relatively weak La–O bonds. Moreover, the projections of all these La–O bonds on (0 1 0), the plane of shear for the (1 0 0) twin, are close to perpendicular to the shear direction, \( \eta_1 = [0 0 1] \). This suggests that the elastic modulus for shear on (1 0 0) along [0 0 1] should be relatively low, favoring twinning and dislocation motion in this direction on this plane. In contrast, (0 0 1) planes at all locations are intersected at various angles by the stronger P–O bonds as well as La–O bonds, suggesting a higher elastic modulus for shear during (0 0 1) twinning. Anisotropy in shear modulus may be a determining factor for other twin modes as well, although this is difficult to assess quantitatively without single crystal elastic moduli for monazite, which to our knowledge have not been measured. Note that the other three inferred modes (1 2 0)[0 1 0], (1 2 2)[0 1 1], and (1 0 0)[2 1 0] all have shear directions (\( \eta_1 \)) on or very close to (2 1 0) ('[4 2 1]' \( \eta_1 \)), (4 0 0', and [2 1 0], respectively). This suggests that shear in this direction is particularly easy, regardless of the shear plane.

Low-energy boundary structures might also be explained by geometric criteria, such as CSL theory. The near overlap of diffraction spots in electron diffraction patterns taken across twin boundaries was in some cases striking (Fig. 14). This suggests that CSLs might correlate with formation of certain twin planes. CSL theory has been used to describe twin modes and twin-plane defects, on the basis of the hypothesis that twin interfaces’ “near” a low \( \Sigma \) CSL may have low interface energy, and may therefore nucleate more easily \([4,43,44]\). However, the CSLs are the same for all type I twin modes with the same \( \Sigma \) and type II twins with the same \( \eta_p \); they cannot distinguish which mode may operate on a particular plane or direction.
in Table 5 in order of increasing $\Sigma$ for those with the smallest $\Sigma$ and $\varepsilon$ less than five.

The (1 0 0) twin has the lowest $\Sigma$ NCSL ($\Sigma = 2$), and very low strain ($\varepsilon = 1.8\%$). The two next most common twins, (0 0 1) and (1 2 0), also have reasonably low $\Sigma$ and $\varepsilon$. The less common (122) twin has significantly higher $\Sigma$, as does the [2 1 0] "kink" twin. Twinning on (0 1 2) was not observed, but modes with small shuffles exist for this plane (Section 4.5), and this twin also has low strain to a low $\Sigma$ CSL. This suggests that like the (0 0 1) plane, shear moduli on (0 1 2) may be relatively high and make twinning difficult.

The NCSL for the (1 0 0) twins is interesting (Figs. 8 and 14). The displacement shift complete (DSC) lattice that defines permissible interface dislocations has a $[0 0 1]$ component, which is twice the twinning dislocation for the (1 0 0) [1 0 0] mode (Fig. 8). Therefore, strain induced in the parent lattice by four twin boundary steps can be almost completely relieved by one $b = [0 0 1]$ lattice dislocation.

5. Summary and conclusions

Five twin planes were observed, four of these being primary twins and one being found only as "kinks" in (1 2 0) twins. The observed/inferred twin modes for these planes are summarized in Table 6, and the twin planes and directions are rep-
A crystal of monazite may form deformation twins on a total of eight shear planes and directions, with additional shear directions possible for the (1 0 0) twin plane.

The twin modes are generally consistent with the selection rules of the classical theory of deformation twinning (small shear, shuffles, and shuffle periodicity). All except one have shuffle periodicity \( \lambda = 1 \). The three most common twins have modes with the lowest shuffle displacements of all the possible twin modes in a monazite crystal. The remaining two observed twins also have very small shuffle displacements; the only twin with significantly smaller shuffles that was not observed was (0 1 2), although there are additional modes on the (1 0 0) and (1 2 0) planes with smaller shuffles that may also be present. The (1 0 0), (0 0 1), and (1 2 0) twins also have low shear angles. The shear angle, \( \theta \), and the shuffle rotations, \( \phi \), of the \( PO_4 \) tetrahedra appear to be less important indicators for twin selection than the shuffle displacement magnitude and periodicity. All of the inferred twin modes have \( \theta < 65^\circ \), shuffle displacements < 0.12 nm (approximately half of the La–O bond length), and shuffle periodicity \( \leq 2 \).

The abundance of the (1 0 0) twins is most likely a result of a relatively low shear modulus in the direction of twinning on the (1 0 0) plane, which is evident from simple inspection of the crystal structure. The difference in abundance between this and the other twins was not reflected in any of the shear or shuffle parameters.

Unusual boundary structures are proposed that

![Fig. 15. Stereonet showing the shear planes and principal directions for the five monazite deformation twin modes. Shear directions (\( \eta_i \)) are denoted by a hollow square. Arrows show the shear angle (\( \delta \)) from \( \eta_i \) to \( K_1 \).](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twin modes in monazite</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1 0 0), (0 0 1), [0 0 1], [1 0 0], 26.5°</td>
<td>(1 0 0)[1 0 0]c</td>
<td>Observed in 58 grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0 0 1), (1 0 0), [0 0 1], [1 0 0], 26.5°</td>
<td>(0 0 1)[0 0 1]c</td>
<td>Observed in five grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 2 0), (1 0 0), [0 4 2 1], [0 1 0], 55.8°</td>
<td>(1 2 0)[0 1 0]c</td>
<td>Observed in five grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 2 0), [0 2 1 2], [0 9 4 0], [0 1 1], 23.2°</td>
<td>(1 2 0)[0 1 1]c</td>
<td>Observed in two grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 2 0), [0 4 8 3], [1 0 2 1], [0 2 1], 60.2°</td>
<td>(1 2 0)[2 1 0]c</td>
<td>Kink in (1 2 0) twins: observed in two grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 0 0), [0 4 8 3], [0 2 1 1], [2 1 0], 60.2°</td>
<td>(1 0 0)[2 1 0]c</td>
<td>Possible if more than one mode operates on (1 0 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 0 0), [0 2 1 2], [0 2 2 1], 60.9°</td>
<td>(1 0 0)[2 1 1]c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 0 0), (1 0 2), (0 0 1), [2 0 1], 28.4°</td>
<td>(1 0 0)[2 0 1]c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
would influence the selection and abundance of twinning modes. However, direct experimental observations are required to confirm whether or not these structures exist. One such structure is a glide plane, rather than a mirror plane, at twin boundaries. The (0 0 1) twin was suggested to have this structure, with displacement vector R = \frac{1}{2}[0 1 0]. Another is the formation of a slab of xenotime of half-unit-cell thickness at the interface of (1 0 0) and (0 0 1) twins, which may lower the twin interface energy and provide a low-energy intermediate structure, making twin growth facile. Low strain to a low Σ CSL may correlate with low energy for the twin plane (K₁) and influence the abundance of such twins.
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Appendix A. Calculation of twin shears and atomic shuffles

Two matrices, A and B, with rows containing vectors describing atomic coordinates from the center of a monazite unit cell are defined. A is a 3 x 192 matrix for a 2 x 2 x 2 monazite unit cell (192 atoms) that is reflected across K₁ (type I) or rotated 180° around η₁ (type II), and B is a 3 x 5184 matrix for a 6 x 6 x 6 unit cell (5184 atoms) that is sheared. The number of different shuffles for a particular mode was found to be \geq q, and for modes with shuffles of small magnitude, the number of different shuffles always equaled q. With a 2 x 2 x 2 unit cell, all shuffles for modes with \( q \leq 4 \) can be found; for modes with larger q, only the four smallest shuffles out of a larger number of distinct shuffles can be found. Both A and B were transformed to Cartesian coordinates, with η₁ aligned with [0 0 1]_{\text{Cartesian}} and K₁ aligned with [1 0 0]_{\text{Cartesian}} using standard procedures [49]. The shear strain, s, is equal to 2 tan(θ/2), and the twinning shear angle (θ) is:

\[
θ = 2\tan^{-1}[(\frac{m_1 \cdot l_2}{m_1 \cdot m_1})^{\frac{1}{2}} - 1]^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]

(A.1)

where m₁ is a Cartesian unit vector along K₁ and l₂ is a Cartesian unit vector along η₂ for type I twins [8]. A similar formula applies to type II twins, where m₁ lies along K₁ and l₁ lies along η₁, A and B are rotated to a Cartesian reference frame using a rotation matrix with rows defined by m₁, m₁ x l₁, and l₁. In this frame of reference, the shear matrix H, reflection matrix F₁ (type I twins), and rotation matrix F₁ (type II twins) are:

\[
H = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

F₁ = \begin{bmatrix}
-1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}

(A.2)

The coordinates in A were translated from T=[−1/2,−1/2,−1/2]_{\text{crystal}} to [1/2,1/2,1/2]_{\text{crystal}} (after rotation and transformation of T to the Cartesian reference frame) in two successive iterations with increments in T of 1/6 and 1/24; this was checked for resolution of global minima from local minima by using one iteration of 1/12. A was then either reflected across K₁ (type I twins) or rotated 180° around η₁ (type II twins) to find reflected or rotated atom coordinates A*, for a particular T:

\[
A* = F_{1,\text{II}}(A - T)
\]

(A.3)

The sheared coordinates Bₙ are:

\[
Bₙ = H \cdot B
\]

(A.4)

A matrix with the coordinates of 32 La and 32 P atoms (B_{32}) in Bₙ with the smallest maximum displacement (δₙₕ) between A, and Bₙ, was found for each displacement vector T. In some cases, a particular sheared La or P atom was the atom closest to more than one reflected La or P atom, respectively. When this occurred, the second smallest shuffles for each atom were compared and appropriate substitutions made. The δₙₕ were compared for A, with different T (Eq. (A.3)), and A*, with the smallest
\( \delta_{mn} (A_{mn}) \) for all iterations of \( T \) was selected. The matrix \( S \) with shuffles for each atom can then be found from:

\[
S = B_{mn} - A_{mn}
\]

(A.5)

The shuffle magnitude \( \delta \) for a particular atom can be calculated from the magnitude of its respective row vector in \( S \). The displacement vector \( T \) for \( A_{mn} \) (Eq. (A.3)) can be decomposed into vectors along \( \eta_2, \eta_1, \) and \( \eta_1 \times \eta_1 \). The component along \( \eta_2 \) defines the unit cell coordinates of \( K \), and components along \( \eta_1 \) and \( \eta_1 \times \eta_1 \) define the displacement vector \( R \). If \( R \) is non-zero, the twin plane is a glide plane rather than a mirror plane.

PO\(_4\) tetrahedra rotations \( (\phi) \) were calculated from lattices defined by three tetrahedra vectors from one oxygen atom. This was done for both the sheared \( (B_{mn}) \) tetrahedra and the reflected or rotated tetrahedra \( (A_{mn}) \), after correction for shuffles (Eq. (A.5)). The rotation of the sheared lattice with respect to rotated lattice was found using standard methods for decomposing a general lattice transformation into a symmetrical transformation and a rotation [49, 50].

These calculations were incorporated into a Mathematica\textsuperscript{TM} program. La atom shuffles \( (\delta^{a}) \), PO\(_4\) tetrahedra shuffles \( (\delta^{b}) \), PO\(_4\) tetrahedra rotations \( (\phi) \), shear angle \( (\theta) \), and \( R \) vectors were calculated for all possible twin modes in monazite with indices \( \leq 4 \), \( q \leq 4 \), and shear strain \( (\theta) \leq 65^\circ \). Subsets of the results of these calculations are given in Tables 1–4.

Appendix B. Calculation of coincident site lattice

For type I twins, the lowest \( \Sigma \) reciprocal-space CSLs are assumed to contain \( K_1 \), and for type II twins, the lowest \( \Sigma \) real-space CSLs are assumed to contain \( \eta_1 \). Parent and twin crystal reciprocal-lattice vectors (type I) or real-space vectors (type II) are transformed to Cartesian coordinates and rotated to a Cartesian reference frame for a particular twin orientation relationship as described in Appendix A. Parent \( (V_p) \) and twin \( (V_T) \) real or reciprocal-space lattice vectors that are nearly coincident are found from:

\[
2|V_p - V_T|/|V_p| + |V_T| < \varepsilon
\]

(B.1)

where "nearness" is defined as \( \varepsilon = 0.05 \). Lattice vectors from \([5\ 5\ 5] \) to \([5\ 5\ 5] \) were searched. For type I twins, the parent structure matrix \( (S_p) \) for a tentative CSL is the \( 3 \times 3 \) matrix formed from \( K_1 \) and two parent reciprocal-lattice vectors, \( V_{p1} \) and \( V_{p2} \). \( S_p \) is compared to twin structure matrix \( (S_T) \) formed from \( K_1 \) and the twin reciprocal-lattice vectors \( V_{T1} \) and \( V_{T2} \) determined to be nearly coincident to \( V_{p1} \) and \( V_{p2} \) from Eq. (B.1). \( \Sigma \) is the determinant of \( S_p \) [49]. The strain tensor \( (E) \) defining how close a tentative CSL comes to exact coincidence for type I twins is [50]:

\[
E = I - \begin{bmatrix}
K_1 & K_1 \\
V_{p1} & V_{T1} \\
V_{p1} & V_{T1}
\end{bmatrix}^{-1}
\]

(B.2)

where \( I \) is the identity matrix. A similar relationship substituting \( \eta_1 \) for \( K_1 \) and real-space for reciprocal-space lattice vectors holds for type II twins. Real-space and reciprocal-space CSLs have a reciprocity relationship through the displacement-shift-complete lattice (DSC) that is derived elsewhere [51]. The DSC lattice defines permissible line defects in the interface.

Since only off-diagonal elements are non-zero, the strain is a shear strain \( (\varepsilon) \) equal to the square root of the sum of the squared elements of \( E \). The lowest \( \Sigma \) CSL with \( \varepsilon < 5\% \) was found. A small subset of the results are listed in Table 5. Some calculations were checked using a modified method that did not assume coincidence for \( K_1 \) or \( \eta_1 \); in all cases, the calculated CSLs were the same. These calculations were incorporated into a Mathematica\textsuperscript{TM} program that looped through all possible twin planes and directions with indices \( \leq 5 \). For a few twins a CSL with \( \varepsilon < 5\% \) could not be found for indices \( \geq 5 \), and it was necessary to do separate calculations for indices greater than 5.

The CSLs for the four observed twin planes and one twin direction are:
(1 0 0): \((0 0 2), (0 1 0), (1 0 0)\) \(e = 2, \varepsilon = 1.8\)
(0 0 1): \((i 0 0), (0 1 0), (0 0 1)\) \(e = 5, \varepsilon = 3.7\)
(1 2 0): \((2 1 1), (2 0 1), (1 2 0)\) \(e = 9, \varepsilon = 1.4\)
(1 2 2): \((i 2 1), (1 2 0), (i 2 2)\) \(e = 16, \varepsilon = 2.5\)
[2 1 0]: \([3 2 3], [4 0 1], [2 1 0]\) \(e = 19, \varepsilon = 3.3\)
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Hardness, Toughness, and Sliding Properties of La-Monazite at High Temperatures

by J. B. Davis and D. B. Marshall

Paper in preparation for publication the Journal of the American Ceramic Society

1. INTRODUCTION

La-monazite has a unique combination of properties that make it suitable for use as the basis of two-phase machinable ceramics,\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) as well as an interphase between fibers and matrix in oxide composites that enables interfacial debonding and damage tolerance.\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^14\) It is a refractory material (melting point 2070°C),\(^15\) compatible in high temperature oxidizing environments with many oxides that are either currently available as reinforcing fibers or of interest for future development as fibers and matrices. Most importantly, studies of various combinations of oxides and rare-earth phosphates (e.g., LaPO\(_4\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\), LaPO\(_4\)-ZrO\(_2\), CePO\(_4\)-ZrO\(_2\), YPO\(_4\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) and NdPO\(_4\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\)) have shown that the oxide-phosphate interfacial bond is sufficiently weak that debonding occurs whenever a crack approaches an interface from within the phosphate.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^16\)\(^-\)\(^19\) The most detailed studies have involved the LaPO\(_4\)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) system.

La-monazite has relatively low hardness (-5GPa)\(^1\) at room temperature for such a refractory material, and has been shown to deform relatively easily at room temperature by dislocation slip and twinning. These properties clearly play a role in machinability. They may also be critical to the damage-tolerant behavior in ceramic composites, which requires sliding and pullout of fibers in addition to interfacial debonding. Calculations and experiments suggest that sliding of fibers in oxide systems with relatively dense matrices may require plastic deformation of the interphase material to avoid large misfit stresses due to sliding of fibers with rough interfaces or with minor fluctuations in
Several studies have shown evidence for deformation associated with the sliding of monazite-coated fibers in composites.\textsuperscript{16,20} Very little is known of the high temperature mechanical properties of La-monazite and the implications for the behavior of composites that depend upon it for their machinability or damage tolerance. In this study we investigate the variation of hardness, fracture toughness, and sliding response of single-phase La-monazite over the temperature range from room temperature to 1000 °C.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Material processing

Monolithic LaPO\textsubscript{4} test samples of high purity and were fabricated by sintering powders formed by precipitation from aqueous solutions of LaNO\textsubscript{3} and phosphoric acid. The processing included procedures that allowed the La/P ratio to be controlled to be very close to the stoichiometric value of unity (within less that 500 ppm).\textsuperscript{20} This control is important because powders prepared by normal precipitation methods invariably contain excess P, which is retained in amorphous grain boundary phases that can have a dominant effect on high temperature properties.

The sintered material was fully dense with microstructure consisting of uniform equiaxed grains \textasciitilde 0.5 to 1 mm in diameter (Fig. 1). The microstructure was stable for long periods at the sintering temperature (1200 °C). Even at higher temperatures, 1300 °C and 1400 °C, grain growth was slow and uniform.\textsuperscript{21} Therefore, microstructural changes were not expected at the test temperatures of the present study.

2.2 Test procedures

Test specimens in the form of plates \textasciitilde 10 x 5 x 2 mm with polished surfaces were mounted in a commercial micro-indentation instrument that had been modified to allow testing at temperatures up to 1000 °C in an air environment. The surfaces were contacted under load control, with a Vickers pyramid that had been cut on the end of a long...
sapphire rod. Both the specimen and the indenter were located within the hot zone of the furnace. The hardness and fracture toughness were calculated from measured dimensions of the contact area and radial cracks (Fig. 1), obtained after cooling the test specimen to room temperature.

High temperature sliding experiments were performed using the same equipment, using an x-y stage to translate the specimen while keeping the indenter stationary. The indenter in this case was an elongated triangular based pyramid with equivalent indentation volume for given contact area as the Vickers indenter (Fig. 2b)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Hardness and toughness

Hardness and fracture toughness measurements are shown in Fig. 3. The hardness, H, was calculated from the indentation force, P, and projected contact area:

\[ H = \frac{P}{2a^2} \]  

(1)

The fracture toughness, \( K_c \), was calculated from the lengths, c, of the radial cracks:

\[ K_c = 0.016 \left( \frac{E}{H} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{P}{c^{3/2}} \right), \]  

(2)

where E is the Young's modulus (133 GPa). To test whether the hardness is affected by creep in this temperature range, measurements were obtained with the indenter load applied for two different times, 3 and 300 seconds.

The hardness decreased with increasing temperature by about 40% over the range tested, from 4.6 GPa at room temperature to 2.7 GPa at 1000 °C (3 sec. hold time). At the higher temperatures, the values were about 20% lower for the longer hold time, indicating that a small amount of creep occurred. However, given the relative values of the two hold times, these results suggest that the hardness at the shorter hold time should
not have been affected by creep. The fracture toughness decreased by a similar amount, from 1 to 0.4 MPa.m\(^{1/2}\) over the temperature range, and showed no difference between the two hold times.

Also shown for comparison in Fig. 3a are literature values for the hardness of Y-doped zirconia, both single crystal and polycrystal, over the same temperature range.\(^2\) The relative decrease in hardness of the La-monazite with temperature is considerably smaller than that of zirconia. A similar trend is seen in comparison with sapphire, where the hardness decreases from 28 to 12 GPa over the same temperature range.\(^24\)

### 3.2 Sliding resistance

Measurements of sliding resistance, \(\tau\), (ratio of horizontal to vertical force) at fixed vertical load for various temperatures are summarized in Fig. 4. The sliding resistance is reasonably insensitive to the vertical load and shows a small decrease with increasing temperature. Representative sliding tracks are shown in Fig. 5.

The sliding deformation in these experiments is expected to be representative of processes occurring during the pullout of reinforcing fibers in tough composite containing monazite interphases. Observations in various systems have shown that initial debonding between the monazite and the oxide fibers follows the interface faithfully around asperities on the fiber surface, and that, as constrained sliding between the fiber and interphase occurs, the asperities (which have higher hardness than monazite) plow through the monazite interphase causing extensive local plastic deformation. However, the sliding in this case occurs at fixed asperity depth rather than fixed load as in the measurements in Fig. 4a. From the measurements in Fig. 4a the dependence of the sliding resistance on temperature at fixed penetration depth can be calculated. The result, normalized by the sliding resistance at room temperature is shown in Fig. 4b. The sliding resistance decreases by a factor of about 2.5 over the temperature range studied.
The result in Fig. 4b can be used to estimate the effect of increasing temperature on the pullout of fibers in a composite, and hence the effect on toughness and damage tolerance. If we neglect effects of residual stresses due to expansion mismatch between fibers and matrix, the pullout length is given by:

\[ \ell = \frac{R \sigma}{2 \tau} \]  

where \( R \) is the fiber radius, \( \sigma \) the fiber strength, and \( \tau \) the interface sliding resistance.

Thus, if the fiber strength is independent of temperature, a decrease in \( \tau \) by a factor of 2.5 at 1000 °C, as observed in Fig. 4b, would cause an increase in pullout length by the same factor of 2.5. Changes of this magnitude are smaller than the typical variability measured from fiber to fiber in composites and are not expected to make a large difference to the composite properties.
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Fig. 1. Microstructure of sintered LaPO$_4$ (thermally etched cross section after sintering at 1200 °C)

Fig. 2. Schematic showing indentation and sliding contact dimensions
Fig. 3. Indentation hardness and fracture toughness of LaPO₄.
Fig. 4. Sliding resistance for sharp pyramidal sapphire indenter on La-monazite: (a) ratio of horizontal and vertical forces for range of loads (vertical force) and temperatures; (b) relative decrease with temperature for fixed penetration depth.

Fig. 5. Damage in La-monazite due to sliding of pyramidal indenter as in Fig. 2 at (a) room temperature and (b) 750 °C.
High Temperature Creep of La-Monazite

by M. Berbon, J. B. Davis and D. B. Marshall
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ABSTRACT

Compressive creep of La-monazite is investigated in the temperature range 1100 °C to 1500 °C. The study includes both high-purity single-phase material and material with excess phosphorus located in amorphous grain boundary phases. The results indicate that the presence of small amounts of excess P in polycrystalline LaPO₄ has a large effect on microstructural stability and creep at high temperature. Materials with La/P ratio close to unity (within ~ 500 ppm) show little grain growth at temperatures up to 1400 °C and deform by creep at rates similar to those of alumina and zirconia, with stress exponent ~ 1. Materials containing excess P (as little as ~1%) show more rapid grain growth, higher creep rates, and cavitation during creep. The results are compared with creep rates of other refractory oxides and oxide fibers. Implications for the behavior of composites containing La-monazite are considered.
1. INTRODUCTION

La-monazite has a unique combination of properties that make it suitable for use as the basis of two-phase machinable ceramics\(^1\)-\(^3\) as well as an interphase between fibers and matrix in oxide composites that enables interfacial debonding and damage tolerance.\(^4\)-\(^14\) These include: high melting point (2070°C),\(^15\) compatibility in high temperature oxidizing environments with other oxides that are either currently available as reinforcing fibers or of interest for future development as fibers and matrices; and interfacial bonding with other oxides that is sufficiently weak to allow debonding whenever a crack approaches an interface from within the monazite.\(^1,16\)-\(^19\)

La-monazite also has unusual deformation properties at room temperature for such a refractory material. It has relatively low hardness (\(-5\text{GPa}\))\(^1\) and has been shown to deform relatively easily at room temperature by dislocation slip and twinning.\(^20\)-\(^24\) This ease of deformation clearly plays a role in machinability. It may also be critical to the damage-tolerant behavior in ceramic composites, which requires sliding and pullout of fibers in addition to interfacial debonding. La-monazite is also known to recover readily from radiation-induced displacive damage events at near-ambient temperatures,\(^25\)-\(^27\) making it extremely resistant to amorphization by radiation damage, and thus an ideal host for containment of actinide or transuranic elements.\(^28,29\) The question therefore arises as to whether high temperature deformation and creep might similarly be enhanced and thereby impair the usefulness of La-monazite in the above applications.

In this study we investigate the compressive creep of La-monazite in the temperature range 1100 °C to 1500 °C. The study includes both high purity single-phase material and material with excess phosphorous located in amorphous grain boundary phases.
2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Material preparation

La-monazite test samples were prepared by sintering powders prepared by precipitation from aqueous solutions of LaNO$_3$ and phosphoric acid. Two preparation methods were used. In one, the precipitate was washed with water, dried and calcined, and hot-pressed at 1400 °C for 1 h. This produced a material with a small excess of phosphorus (<1%), a result of the fact that precipitated rhabdophane (LaPO$_4$.1/2H$_2$O) invariably contains strongly bound excess phosphorus (thought to be associated with the channels in the rhabdophane structure), which is not removed by aqueous washing and remains as a second phase after final processing.$^{30}$ The other method involved washing the precipitated rhabdophane with a strong base to remove the excess phosphorus, and testing for the correct stoichiometry using a sensitive technique described elsewhere.$^{30}$ After adjusting the La/P ratio to unity (within ~ 500 ppm), the precipitates were dried and heated to form the monazite structure. The calcined powder was then attrition milled to form a uniform distribution of equiaxed particles with diameter less than ~ 100 nm. The particles were then dispersed, consolidated by filter pressing, and sintered at 1400 °C for 2 h.

2.2 Creep testing

La-monazite test samples were cut into rectangular blocks ~ 2.7 x 2.7 x 7 mm with polished faces and loaded in compression in a furnace at temperatures in the range 1100 °C to 1500 °C in air. The load was applied via self-aligning plattens using dead weights. Temperatures were monitored by a thermocouple located adjacent to the test specimens. Creep strains were measured with a self-compensating LVDT system. After testing, both the original polished surfaces of the test specimens and new cross-sections were examined by SEM.
3. RESULTS

Typical creep curves for stoichiometric and P-rich monazite, at 1400 °C and at various stress levels, are compared in Fig. 1. All of the curves show initially high strain rates, which decrease continuously to quasi-steady-state. However, the magnitudes of the strains and strain rates at any given stresses and times are much lower in the stoichiometric material than in the P-rich material. Moreover, the difference between the initial strain rate and the quasi-steady-state value is larger in the P-rich material, with a more distinct change being evident between the two regimes.

Detailed interpretation of creep mechanisms from measured creep rates is complicated by the presence of grain growth during testing. In the stoichiometric material the microstructure was relatively stable, with grain sizes increasing by a negligible amount at 1200 °C and a factor of about 1.5 to 2 at 1300 °C and 1400 °C. A small amount of cavitation at some 3-grain junctions was evident at the highest stress levels and temperature. The quasi-steady-state creep rates (strain rates at end of test) appear to follow a stress exponent of 1 (Fig. 3).

In the P-rich material, microstructural changes during testing, both grain growth and cavitation, were more rapid (Fig. 4). This is most likely due to the presence of liquid phase at grain boundaries and 3-grain junctions, although this has not been observed directly. (Whereas the amount of excess P is sufficiently small in this material that a uniformly distributed amorphous grain boundary phase is not expected to be detectable by SEM observation, such phases have been observed in similar materials with higher amounts of excess P.) The presence of a liquid phase would be expected to give very high initial creep rates and rapid transition to relatively lower creep rates (albeit still higher than in the absence of the liquid) as grain growth occurs, as observed in Fig. 1b. In view of the rapid microstructural evolution during creep tests, stress-jump tests were used in this case to determine the stress exponent at constant microstructure. The value thus obtained was 1.6. This stress exponent is consistent with various creep models, including grain boundary sliding in specimens with grain boundary liquid phase. However, creep
mechanisms in these P-rich monazite specimens are complicated by the extensive
cavitation that develops during testing.

4. DISCUSSION

The quasi-steady-state creep rates for both materials are summarized and compared with
creep data from the literature for several other oxides (Al₂O₃, Y-ZrO₂, and
Al₂O₃/YAG) in Fig. 5. To facilitate the comparison, all creep rates are adjusted to
correspond to a common grain size, assuming a quadratic grain size dependence:

\[ \frac{\text{de}}{\text{dt}} = A D^2 \]  

(1)

It is apparent from Fig. 5 that the creep rates under given conditions (temperature, stress,
and grain size) for the stoichiometric monazite are similar to those of Y-stabilized
zirconia and pure alumina. Therefore, the relatively low resistance of monazite to
def ormation at room temperature relative to these other oxides does not appear to extend
to high temperatures. We note that the creep rates of monazite, pure alumina and
Y-ZrO₂ are all several orders of magnitude higher than in La-doped alumina, one of the
most creep resistant polycrystalline oxides, and that creep rates for the Al₂O₃/YAG
eutectic structures are lower considerably lower than any of the polycrystalline materials.

Further insight into the likely influence of creep in oxide composites at high temperature
can be gained from Fig. 6, where creep rates at 2.5 μm grain size for monazite and bulk
alumina are compared with creep rates for various Nextel oxide fibers (not corrected for
 grain size). These fibers all have fine grain sizes and correspondingly higher creep rates
than comparable, larger grained bulk materials. This is evident in the data in Fig. 6,
which shows higher creep rates for Nextel 610 fibers (polycrystalline alumina with grain
size ~100 nm) at 1200 °C than for bulk Al₂O₃ with grain size 2.5 μm. The creep rate for
LaPO₄ is smaller than that of the alumina fibers at given stress, indicating that the
presence of LaPO₄ in the composite leads to increase of creep resistance rather than a
decrease (even more so in the initial stages, where an iso-elastic strain condition would
lead to lower stresses in the monazite (Young’s modulus 133 GPa) than in the fibers (400
GPa), as indicated by the shaded bands in Fig. 6). As creep progresses towards and iso-
strain rate condition, load transfer would occur from the fibers to the matrix. With the more creep-resistant Nextel 720 mullite-based fibers, the opposite conclusions would hold.

Comparisons of the temperature dependence of quasi-steady-state creep rates at fixed stress levels for LaPO$_4$ and Nextel fibers (610 and 720) are given in Fig. 7. The LaPO$_4$ data appears to be less sensitive to temperature, although there is not sufficient overlap in temperature ranges for proper comparison.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study indicate that the presence of small amounts of excess P in polycrystalline LaPO$_4$ has a large effect on microstructural stability and creep at high temperature. Materials with La/P ratio close to unity (within ~ 500 ppm) show little grain growth at temperatures up to 1400 °C and deform by creep at rates similar to those of alumina and zirconia, with stress exponent ~ 1. Materials containing excess P (as little as ~1%) show more rapid grain growth, higher creep rates, and cavitation during creep.
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Fig. 1. Compressive creep of La-monazite at 1400 °C: (a) material with La/P=1, grain size 6 μm; (b) P-rich material, grain size 12 μm.

Fig. 2. Microstructures of La-monazite with La:P = 1 (a) before creep testing; (b) after creep testing (1200 °C, 30 h)
Fig. 3 Quasi-steady-state creep rates for stoichiometric La-monazite
Fig. 4. Microstructures of P-rich La-monazite (a) before creep testing; (b) after creep test, 1200 °C, 30 h; and (c) after creep test, 1400 °C, 17 h (stress 11.4 MPa, strain 18%)
Fig. 5. Summary of creep rates for two La-monazite materials, one containing excess P and the other with La/P = 1. Creep rates adjusted to grain size of 2.5 mm using Eq. (1) to allow comparison of monazite data (symbols) with creep rates of other oxides (lines). 

$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ data from Cho et al.,$^{31}$ $\text{Y-ZrO}_2$ data from Melendo et al.,$^{32}$ and $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$/YAG data from Parthasarathy et al.$^{33}$
Fig. 6. Comparison of creep rates of La-monazite (La/P = 1) with literature data for various Nextel oxide fibers at temperatures up to 1200 °C (the limit to which these fibers are stable for long periods in composites). Nextel fiber data from Wilson et al.\textsuperscript{34-36} (fiber materials are: N610 Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, N720 mullite, and N610 doped alumina). Sintered alumina data (2.5 µm grain size), with and without La-doping, from Cho et al.\textsuperscript{31} also included for comparison. Shaded bands represent relative elastic stresses in a composite of alumina fibers and monazite matrix or coating under iso-strain conditions (see text).
Fig. 7. Comparison of temperature dependence of creep rates of La-monazite (La/P = 1) with literature data for Nextel 610 (alumina) and Nextel 720 (mullite) fibers.\textsuperscript{34-36}
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Dielectric Properties of La-Monazite
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lanthanum orthophosphate (LaPO$_4$, monazite) has a combination of mechanical and thermal properties that make it of interest for use in various high temperature ceramic materials, including fiber-reinforced oxide composites, machinable two-phase ceramics, and thermal insulation systems.$^{1-6}$ The weak bonding that has been shown to occur between LaPO$_4$ and other oxides (including Al$_2$O$_3$, ZrO$_2$, mullite, YAG),$^{7,17}$ as well as relatively low resistance of LaPO$_4$ to plastic deformation,$^{7-10}$ enables damage tolerance in fiber reinforced composites and machinability in two-phase ceramics. It is also a refractory material, with melting point 2070°C,$^{11}$ similar to that of Al$_2$O$_3$, and is stable and compatible in high-temperature air, vacuum, and combustion environments with many other oxides.$^{12,13}$

Some applications, such as resonators or low-observable structures, also require certain dielectric properties (high or low dielectric constant, low dielectric loss). There are only two references in the literature containing measurements of dielectric properties of LaPO$_4$.$^{14,15}$ One of these uses natural monazite containing significant amounts of thorium and uranium; the other uses a sintered body (2% porosity) prepared from precipitation in molten urea. Both are restricted to frequencies lower than 10$^7$ Hz. In this note we report
measurements of the dielectric constant and dielectric loss factor of high purity LaPO$_4$ in the microwave region (8.2 GHz), and compare the results with measurements from less pure LaPO$_4$, from high purity commercial fibers of Al$_2$O$_3$, and a composite of Al$_2$O$_3$/LaPO$_4$.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Measurements of room-temperature dielectric constant and loss tangent were obtained using a resonant cavity method at 8.3 GHz. Test samples were rectangular bars $\sim 2.5 \times 2.5 \times 50$ mm or rods of similar dimension.

Monolithic LaPO$_4$ test samples were fabricated by hot pressing or sintering powders that were formed by precipitation from aqueous solutions of LaNO$_3$ and phosphoric acid. Several methods were used to prepare three different materials. In one, the precipitate was washed with water, dried and calcined, and hot-pressed at 1200 °C for 1 h. This produced a material with a small excess of phosphorus (<1%), resulting from a tendency for precipitated rhabdophane (LaPO$_4$.1/2H$_2$O) to contain strongly bound excess phosphorus that is not removed by aqueous washing and remains as a second phase after final processing.$^{16}$ Another method involved washing the precipitated rhabdophane with a strong base to remove the excess phosphorus, and testing for the correct stoichiometry using a sensitive technique described elsewhere.$^{16}$ After adjusting the La/P ratio to unity (within $\sim$ 500 ppm), the precipitates were dried and heated to form the monazite structure. The calcined powder was then attrition milled to form a uniform distribution of equiaxed particles with diameter less than $\sim$ 100 nm. The particles were dispersed, consolidated by filter pressing, and sintered at 1400 °C for 2h. A third material was
produced by adding $\sim$1% LiF as a sintering aid before filter pressing, then hot pressing at
1100 °C for 1 h. These materials were fully dense, with grain sizes $\sim$ 1 µm in the high
purity stoichiometric material, $\sim$5 µm in the material with excess P, and $\sim$2 µm in the
material containing Li.

A test sample of commercial alumina fibers (Nextel 610, 3M company) was produced by
aligning a bundle of tows (30 tows, each containing 400 fibers of diameter 12 µm) under
tension and braiding the bundle with several of the same fiber tows. The fibers are
polycrystalline $\alpha$-Al$_2$O$_3$, with grain size $\sim$ 100 nm. A unidirectionally reinforced
alumina/monazite composite test sample was produced by filter pressing the high purity
powder described above into a similar braided bundle of Nextel 610 fibers and sintering
at 1200 °C for 1h. The composite consisted of $\sim$ 50 vol. % fibers, 30 vol. % LaPO$_4$ matrix
and the remainder porosity.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dielectric constant and loss tangent measurements are summarized in Table 1. The
dielectric constant $\varepsilon'$ of the LaPO$_4$ similar to that of alumina, and is not sensitive to the
presence of excess P or Li. In contrast, the loss tangent of LaPO$_4$ increases substantially
with the addition of Li and excess P, while the value for the high purity material is
significantly lower than the value for alumina.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>material</th>
<th>$\varepsilon'$</th>
<th>tan$\delta$ (x10$^{-4}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LaPO$_4$, 1:1, sintered</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPO$_4$ P-rich, HP 1200 °C</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPO$_4$ + 1% LiF, HP 1100 °C</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nextel 610/LaPO$_4$ composite</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nextel 610 fibers</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Both the dielectric constant and the loss factor of the Al₂O₃/LaPO₄ composite are closer to the values of the fibers than to an average of the fibers and matrix. This is consistent with the expected effect of porosity in the matrix, which generally causes a decrease in ε' and increase in loss tangent.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The microwave dielectric constant and loss factor of LaPO₄ are similar to those of alumina. Consequently, the addition of LaPO₄ to alumina ceramics or alumina-based composites does not cause a significant change in dielectric properties.
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Directionally Solidified Structures of LaPO₄/Al₂O₃
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the search for ultra-high-temperature materials that are stable in oxidizing environments, directionally solidified eutectic oxides stand out. They are both thermodynamically stable in oxidizing environment and microstructurally stable very close to their melting point. Moreover, the two-phase interlocking microstructures provide constraint and barriers to deformation and creep, with the result that their strength and creep resistance at very high temperatures can be higher than that of either of the constituent phases alone. Various eutectic materials based on Al₂O₃, ZrO₂, Y₃Al₅O₁₂ (YAG), Er₃Al₅O₁₂ and GdAlO₃ have shown high strength and creep resistance at temperatures several hundred degrees centigrade above those attainable for conventional polycrystalline oxides.¹⁻¹⁰

One drawback of directionally solidified structures fabricated to date is that they are brittle. In all cases there is strong bonding at the interface between the two phases; and both individual phases are brittle, so that a crack is able to grow through the body without interacting with the microstructure, similar to the case in glass or in single-phase ceramics. An example in an Al₂O₃/YAG directionally solidified material is shown in Fig. 1, where a crack formed by loading a Vickers diamond indenter onto the surface is clearly unaffected by the boundary between the Al₂O₃ and YAG.

This paper describes a preliminary study to assess the feasibility of creating toughened directionally solidified materials (eutectic or non-eutectic) by introducing a phase that interacts with a growing crack to deflect it or to create secondary cracking that impedes
its growth. The approach is based on use of LaPO\(_4\) as one of the phases (specifically Al\(_2\)O\(_3\)/LaPO\(_4\)), which is known to form a sufficiently weak interface with other oxides that debonding occurs whenever a crack approaches an interface from within the phosphate.\(^{11}\) This mechanism has been demonstrated in fiber reinforced composites based on alumina and mullite fibers.\(^{12-15}\) In that case, the useful temperature for the composite is limited by microstructural stability of the fibers, whereas in the directionally solidified system this limitation would not exist. Some of the results point to the possibility of materials with a layered crystal structure and highly anisotropic fracture properties serving the same purpose,\(^{16,19}\) specifically La-hexaluminate, La\(\text{Al}_{11}\)O\(_{18}\), which has very low fracture toughness on the basal plane.

For the growth of directionally solidified multiphase materials, systems with low vapor pressures near and above the melting point are preferred. In this regard the growth of Al\(_2\)O\(_3\)/LaPO\(_4\) is expected to be difficult, because of the relatively high volatility of P\(_2\)O\(_5\). This is indeed found to be the case. Nevertheless, some encouraging results are found.

2. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Test samples in the form of rods ~200 to 300 \(\mu\)m in diameter were grown at NASA Glenn by a laser-heated float zone technique,\(^{7,8}\) in air, using source rods produced from mixtures of Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) and LaPO\(_4\) powders. Some evaporation of P was evident during the experiments. Several rates (ranging over a factor of 3) were used for pulling the rods from the melt in an attempt to reduce the time available for loss of phosphorus. The alumina used in the source rods was commercial high purity powder (Sumitomo AKP-50). The LaPO\(_4\) powder was produced by precipitation from aqueous solutions of LaNO\(_3\) and phosphoric acid. The precipitates were washed, dried and calcined, redispersed and attrition milled, mixed with the alumina powder and ball milled. By varying the washing procedure the LaPO\(_4\) can be made with varying small amounts excess of phosphorus (<1%).
The test samples were sectioned, polished, and in some cases thermally etched, then analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and EDS. A range of different microstructures and phase mixtures were observed, containing various mixtures of $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$, $\text{LaAlO}_3$, $\text{LaAl}_{11}\text{O}_{18}$, and $\text{LaPO}_4$. In SEM images, both secondary and backscattered, these phases appear with three distinct and easily identified brightness levels: the darkest being $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$, the intermediate grey level being $\text{LaAl}_{11}\text{O}_{18}$, and the lightest being $\text{LaAlO}_3$ and $\text{LaPO}_4$. The last two require EDS analysis to identify them as their image intensity levels are indistinguishable.

At the faster pulling rates the directionally solidified microstructure consisted of mostly $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ and $\text{LaPO}_4$. A polished axial cross section from the feed rod through melt boundary and into the solidified microstructure is shown in Fig. 2. EDS analysis indicated that the lighter phase in the directional microstructure is $\text{LaPO}_4$ and the darker phase is $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$. Some large scale porosity is evident in regions that had melted, especially near the melt boundary. Some of this may be coarsening of fine scale porosity in the feed rod, although some may be due to evaporation.

Higher magnification images from the directional microstructure are shown in Fig. 3. A second finer scale microstructure is evident in Fig. 3b within the $\text{LaPO}_4$ phase. This is most likely alumina, although the size is too small for direct analysis by EDS in the SEM. (EDS analysis of the $\text{LaPO}_4$ regions showed a small amount of aluminum which could originate from the fine-scale dark phase or from the surrounding coarser $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ phase. After heat treating at 1400 °C for 1h, there was no change to the coarser microstructure (Fig. 3c), whereas the fine-scale dark phase within the $\text{LaPO}_4$ showed some coarsening (Fig. 3d). The thermal grooving of the surface evident in Fig. 3c indicates that all of the connected regions of alumina are single crystal, whereas the $\text{LaPO}_4$ regions are polycrystalline with grain size less than 1 µm.

After the heat treatment leading to Figs. 3c and 3d, a Vickers diamond indenter was loaded on the surface to generate localized cracks. Interactions of these cracks with the microstructure are shown in Fig. 4. A clear tendency is evident for the cracks to follow
the LaPO$_4$ phase and to cause debonding at the interface between the LaPO$_4$ and Al$_2$O$_3$ when the crack impinges upon the boundary from within the LaPO$_4$, even when the incident angle is high.

Further along the solidified rod from the melt boundary of Fig. 2, where steady state conditions prevailed, the microstructure was more directional as shown in Fig. 5 and quite uniform over large distances. Examples of phase analysis by EDS within the lighter phase are shown in Figs. 5b to e. Most of these regions are LaPO$_4$, although substantial amounts of LaAlO$_3$ are also present.

At the other end of the rod near the seed, where the steady state velocity had not been reached, the phosphorus loss was greater and the microstructure consisted mostly of Al$_2$O$_3$ and LaAl$_{11}$O$_{18}$, with a small amount of LaPO$_4$ within the LaAl$_{11}$O$_{18}$ phase (Fig. 6). The LaPO$_4$ was always in thin parallel plates, presumably aligned with the basal plane of the LaAl$_{11}$O$_{18}$. The LaAl$_{11}$O$_{18}$/LaPO$_4$ regions showed very anisotropic fracture properties (Fig. 6a) with crack deflection and propagation along the thin LaPO$_4$ plates.

Similar microstructures with smaller relative amounts of LaPO$_4$ were observed in other rods produced at lower pulling velocity (Fig. 7). In this case highly anisotropic fracture behavior was seen in the LaAl$_{11}$O$_{18}$ phase, suggesting that this phase could also possibly be used to provide toughening.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Directionally solidified materials consisting of various combinations of Al$_2$O$_3$, LaPO$_4$, LaAl$_{11}$O$_{18}$ and LaAlO$_3$ have been formed in air from feed material of sintered Al$_2$O$_3$/LaPO$_4$. The phases present are dependent on the rate of formation: slower rates allow evaporation of P and formation of LaAl$_{11}$O$_{18}$ and LaAlO$_3$, whereas faster rates minimize loss of P and allow formation of microstructures consisting mostly of Al$_2$O$_3$/LaPO$_4$. The formation of controlled directionally solidified microstructures in this
system will most likely require controlled atmosphere over the molten material to minimize evaporation of P.

Preliminary observations of indentation cracking in directionally solidified Al$_2$O$_3$/LaPO$_4$ material indicates that debonding and deflection of cracks occurs at the boundaries between the Al$_2$O$_3$ and LaPO$_4$ as required for toughening. In materials containing LaAl$_{11}$O$_{18}$ and Al$_2$O$_3$ highly anisotropic fracture behavior was seen in the LaAl$_{11}$O$_{18}$ phase. The results suggest that further development of this system may be worthwhile.
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Fig. 1. Crack produced by loading a Vickers indenter on the polished/etched surface of a directionally solidified Al$_2$O$_3$/YAG material (SEM micrograph). Etch marks on surface show boundaries between the two interconnected Al$_2$O$_3$ and YAG phases.
Fig. 2. Polished cross section from feed rod (bottom) through melt boundary to solidified microstructure (top). Darker phase $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$, lighter phase $\text{LaPO}_4$. 
Fig. 3. Higher magnification from region outlined by white square in Fig. 2: (a) secondary electron image; (b) backscattered electron image from region marked in (a); (c) and (d) secondary and backscattered electron images from same area as (b) after being heat treated at 1400 °C for 1 h. Darker phase Al₂O₃, lighter phase LaPO₄.
Fig. 4. Indentation induced cracking in same region as Fig. 3: (a) schematic showing location of indentation relative to micrographs in (b) and (c). Darker phase $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$, lighter phase $\text{LaPO}_4$. 
Fig. 5. (a) Typical microstructure from same rod as Fig. 2, but further along the directionally solidified region. (b)-(e) Higher magnification of areas marked in (a) showing results of EDS analysis: darker phase is Al₂O₃, lighter phase is LaPO₄ or LaAlO₃.
Fig. 6. Indentation cracking in directionally solidified region containing $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ (darkest phase), $\text{LaAl}_{11}\text{O}_{18}$ (intermediate grey) and $\text{LaPO}_4$ (light).
Fig. 7. (a) and (b): directionally solidified microstructures containing Al₂O₃ (darkest phase), LaAl₁₁O₁₈ (intermediate grey) and LaAlO₃ (light). (c) Cracks produced by Vickers indenter (indentation only faintly visible in center of micrograph).
Ceramics: Transformation Toughening

Tetragonal zirconia ($ZrO_2$) undergoes a martensitic transformation to the monoclinic phase, accompanied by ~ 9° shear and 4% volume increase. With suitable microstructural design, the fracture toughness of brittle ceramics containing zirconia can be increased by up to an order of magnitude by a mechanism that involves activation of this transformation locally near the tips of cracks. The toughening mechanism, which is similar to that occurring in TRIP steels, was first reported by Garvie et al. (1973). Although the toughness achieved in these ceramics remains well below that typical of ductile metals, the increase is sufficient to allow their use in a wide variety of applications that benefit from the superior hardness, stiffness, or chemical resistance of the ceramic, but would otherwise be precluded by the risk of failure by fracture.

1. Constrained Transformation

Upon cooling from high temperature, pure zirconia undergoes two phase transformations, from cubic (c) to tetragonal (t) crystal structure at ~ 2367°C and from tetragonal to monoclinic (m) structure at ~ 1170°C. The t-m transformation is martensitic and is accompanied by a large shear strain and volume increase. In many practical cases the net shear strain is reduced or eliminated by twinning or by the formation of several variants. Both transformation temperatures can be reduced by alloying with other oxides (e.g., MgO, Y$_2$O$_3$, CaO, Ce$_2$O$_3$, or other rare-earth oxides) that form solid solutions with $ZrO_2$.

The t-m transformation temperature can also be reduced by mechanical constraint that opposes the accompanying shape and volume changes. The thermodynamics of the phase transformation for a particle of $ZrO_2$ embedded in an elastic matrix then involves a balance of two terms: a decrease in chemical free energy accompanying the transformation and an increase in elastic strain energy in both the particle and the matrix. The magnitude of the former increases with decreasing temperature, while the latter is, to first order, independent of temperature. If the magnitude of the strain energy term is sufficiently large, the transformation can be suppressed to cryogenic temperatures. The strain energy can be increased or decreased by the action of a remotely applied stress field (the interaction energy in the analyses of Eshelby (1957)) and the transformation temperature correspondingly changed.

Experimental observations indicate the existence of a size effect in the t-m transformation, which is key to designing toughened microstructures. For a given system of embedded ZrO$_2$ particles at a given temperature, there exists a critical particle size above which all particles transform spontaneously to the monoclinic phase, and below which the tetragonal phase is stable. The critical particle size decreases with decreasing temperature. Since both of the energy terms mentioned above scale with volume, the existence of a size effect requires either an additional energy term that scales differently with size, or that the transformation be controlled by a nucleation barrier.

Several possibilities exist for energy terms that scale with particle surface area (localized strain energy associated with terminations of twins, as observed in monoclinic particles, and differences in interfacial energies between the matrix and the t or m phases). However, evidence exists for nucleation control in some cases that is dependent on strain concentrations associated either with second phase particles or with the shape of the $ZrO_2$ particle itself. In the absence of definitive experiments to distinguish these possibilities, the critical conditions for the onset of the t-m transformation remain the least well understood aspect of the transformation and of the associated theoretical predictions of transformation toughening.

Although the martensitic t-m transformation is reversible, hysteresis is observed during temperature cycling, i.e., the martensitic start temperature ($M_s$) for the forward transformation is lower than the temperature for the reverse transformation ($M_f$). Hysteresis is also usually observed in experiments involving isothermal stress-induced transformation. Among the potential causes of hysteresis is the transformation of microcracks around transformed particles (stabilization by relief of strain energy) or the effect of nucleation steps in the forward and reverse directions.

2. Toughening Mechanism

Transformation toughening requires a microstructure containing stabilized t-ZrO$_2$ particles with $M_s$ below ambient temperature. The toughening involves the formation of a zone surrounding a growing crack in which the t-m transformation is induced by the concentrated stresses near the crack tip (Fig. 1). The transformation strains give rise to closure stresses on the crack, or, in terms of the fracture mechanics formulation, a negative stress intensity factor, $K_e$, which superimposes on the remotely applied stress intensity factor, $K_0$, thus opposing further crack growth. In this way the measured fracture toughness is increased by a crack shielding mechanism, while the fundamental brittle bond rupture processes at the crack tip are unchanged.

The contribution of the transform strain to toughening is dependent on the location of the transformed particle relative to the crack tip. For example, in the case of a net dilatational transformation strain, a particle located ahead of the crack (at $\theta < 60^\circ$ in Fig. 1(b)) causes additional tensile stresses ahead of the crack tip (and thus reduced toughening), while a particle behind the crack tip (at $\theta > 60^\circ$ in Fig. 1(b))...
Ceramics: Transformation Toughening

Figure 1
Schematics of transformation toughening: (a) well developed transformation zone surrounding crack; (b) effect of individual transformed particle on stresses ahead of crack tip.

causes compressive stress. This implies that, to achieve effective toughening, the reverse m-\(\alpha\) transformation should not occur upon removal of the crack-tip stress field, so that a wake of transformed material develops as the crack grows, as indicated in Fig. 1(a). A second implication is that the toughening effect for a pre-existing crack will initially increase as the crack grows and the wake develops, before approaching a steady state condition (i.e., R-curve behavior).

The boundary of the transformation zone is determined by the critical stress required to induce the \(t-\alpha\) transformation. This stress and, thus, the zone width and the degree of toughening are sensitive to temperature as well as microstructure. The optimum toughening is achieved when the critical stress is small, i.e., when the ambient temperature is above but close to the \(M_{c}\) temperature. This requirement also defines one of the limitations on the application of this toughening mechanism since, although large toughness increases are possible, the mechanism is effective only over a small range of temperatures.

3. Microstructures and Properties of Transformation-toughened Ceramics

While many transformation-toughened microstructures have been investigated, those developed commercially are of three distinct types.

(i) Partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ) consists of coherent \(t-\alpha\) precipitates in a matrix of cubic zirconia. The precipitated microstructure is developed by adding a stabilizing solute (MgO, CaO, or \(Y_2O_3\)) at concentrations smaller than needed for full stabilization of the cubic phase, sintering at high temperature (\(1600-1800^\circ C\)) in the cubic phase field, generally resulting in large \(c-\alpha\) grains (\(35-100\) \(\mu m\)), and heat treating during cooling in the temperature range \(1100-1500^\circ C\) to nucleate and grow the precipitates. In Mg-PSZ the precipitates are oblate spheroids with optimum dimensions \(\sim 50 \times 200\) nm.

(ii) Tetragonal zirconia polycrystals (TZP) consist of a matrix of fine-grained (0.1-1 \(\mu m\)), predominantly single-phase \(t-\alpha\) with additions of \(Y_2O_3\), CeO\(_2\), or other rare-earth oxides. Sintering is carried out in the single phase \(t-\alpha\) field at temperatures in the range \(1300-1500^\circ C\) for alloys containing 1.5-3.5 mol.% \(Y_2O_3\).

(iii) Zirconia-toughened ceramics (ZTC) consist of \(t-\alpha\) particles dispersed (usually intergranularly) in a matrix of another ceramic such as alumina (\(Al_2O_3\)) or mullite (3\(Al_2O_3\),2\(SiO_2\)). A small amount of \(Y_2O_3\) is usually added to the \(t\)-phase to stabilize the \(t\)-phase. The critical particle size is usually between \(0.5\) and 1 \(\mu m\) depending on the amount of \(Y_2O_3\) additive and the matrix.

Zirconia-toughened materials have the highest strengths (> 2 GPa) and toughnesses (> 15 MPa\(m^{1/2}\)) of any polycrystalline ceramics. However, the highest strengths and toughenesses are not found in the same materials (Fig. 2). In each of the systems described above the fracture toughness, for given stabilizing solute content, can be varied by adjusting the heat treatment to change the critical stress for transformation, and in most cases the strength is maximum at an intermediate toughness. In the materials with the highest toughness (Mg-PSZ and Ce-TZP) the critical stress for transformation is \(\sim 500\) MPa and trans-
formation zones with widths up to about 1 mm have been observed around well-developed cracks. However, the transformation stress apparently places an upper limit on the strength of the material, for even in the absence of pre-existing cracks, bands of transformation induced by the applied stress lead to failure. The materials with the highest strengths (Y-TZP and zirconia-toughened alumina) have lower toughnesses (≈ 5–8 MPa m^{1/2}) and correspondingly smaller zone widths (< 10 μm).

Additional improvements in properties can be gained by surface grinding. The t-m transformation is induced within a layer near the surface by localized grinding stresses, resulting in a layer of residual compressive stress. The compressive stress inhibits crack initiation and can improve strength, wear resistance, and thermal shock resistance.

4. Theoretical Understanding of Transformation Toughening

A weight-function method has been used to calculate the reduction in stress intensity factor, \( K_T \), (i.e., the toughness increase) in terms of the distribution of transformation strains surrounding the crack (McMeeking and Evans 1982). When the transformation strain, \( e^T \), and volume fraction, \( v_T \), of transformed particles are uniform within the zone, \( K_T \) is given by

\[
K_T = \eta E^* e^T v_T h^{1/2}
\]

where \( E^* \) is an effective elastic constant, \( h \) is a characteristic dimension of the transformed zone, and \( \eta \) is a parameter (with values in the range ≈ 0.22 to 1) that depends on the nature of the transformation strains and the shape of the zone near the crack tip. An equivalent result has been derived from a fracture mechanics energy balance analysis. The result in Eqn. (1) can be generalized by linear superposition to include effects of nonuniform strain distributions and volume fractions within the transformation zone, which can arise from statistical distributions of \( M_s \) temperatures or subcritical transformations.

Experimental measurements indicate that transformation strains generally are nonuniform. Moreover, since \( v_T \) usually decreases monotonically with distance from the crack, the toughening is larger (by a factor of two or more) than it would be for a uniform zone with the same average transformation strain (or \( v_T \)).

In general, the shape of the frontal boundary of the transformation zone and the net transformation strain cannot be predicted a priori: both are affected by microstructural characteristics and autocatalytic transformation effects that vary in different systems. Observations indicate that the frontal zone boundary in Mg-PSZ is similar to that defined by a critical hydrostatic stress, while the net strain is close to hydrostatic dilation (i.e., shear strains relieved by twinning). In contrast, the frontal zone in Ce-TZP materials extends in a wedge shape ahead of the crack for a distance about ten times further than in Mg-PSZ.

5. Applications

Transformation-toughened zirconia has found widespread industrial application as an engineering ceramic, mostly making use of its resistance to wear, chemical inertness, low friction, high hardness and stiffness, and relatively high thermal expansion coefficient (which is closer to metals than those of most other ceramics). Applications of Mg-PSZ include: tooling for the metal forming industry (hot and cold forming dies, can-closure rollers, capstans, draw plugs, and plungers); food processing (homogenizing-pump parts); mineral, gas, and oil treatment (bearings, valves, vortex finders, orifice inserts, spigots, and spools); and the paper, chemical, and manufacturing industries (autoclave nozzles, glue transfer rollers, battery component tooling, and valves). Y-TZP is used for biological applications such as hip-ball replacements, industrial cutters, knives, and scissors, as well as golf club inserts. Zirconia-toughened alumina is used for its higher hardness and stiffness in cutting tool tips, high-performance seals and wear parts in engines, and in the mining industry. Typical components made of Mg-PSZ and Y-TZP are shown in Fig. 3.
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Abstract

Major advances have been made during the past 2 years in the development of fiber-reinforced oxide composites for long-life combustion components. These include demonstration of long-term stability of mullite-based porous-matrix composites at 1200°C, development of fiber coating and slurry infiltration methods to produce composites with weakly bonded La-monazite interphases, and development of new alumina-based fibers. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The need for high temperature ceramic composites for the power generation industry (both land-based and transportation) to achieve significant gains in efficiency and reductions in NOx emissions is well established. Typical components include combustors, exhaust components, high temperature ducts, thermal insulation, heat exchangers and hot gas filters. Engine and burner rig testing during the past few years have demonstrated encouraging progress, the result of 20 years of world-wide research. However, the testing has also shown that the long-term survival of SiC-containing composites, the materials which have received the vast majority of attention to date, can be limited by recession of the matrix by volatility of SiO2 scale in combustion environments containing water vapor [1,2], contrary to previous expectations that oxidation embrittlement would be life-limiting. The undesirable need for environmental barrier coatings to protect these composites adds motivation to develop oxide composite systems that are inherently stable in oxidizing environments.

However, oxide composites introduce a new set of limitations: their development is relatively immature, having received widespread attention only during the past 5 years; the available fibers are not as microstructurally stable or creep resistant as non-oxide fibers at high temperatures; processing methods for infiltration of the matrix into fiber preforms have not been developed to the degree of sophistication available for chemical vapor infiltration, melt infiltration and polymer precursor infiltration of SiC; and until recently, weakly bonded interphases, a key ingredient needed for damage tolerance (cf. carbon or BN in SiC-based composites) were not available or even identified. During the period covered by this review, 1999 and 2000, key advances have been made towards overcoming each of these limitations. See Refs. [3,4,59] for reviews of developments before 1999.

Three approaches have been taken to design microstructures of oxide composites that are damage tolerant. All aim to prevent damage (cracking) in the matrix from crossing to the fibers, thereby allowing the dissipation of stress concentrations while retaining the high strengths of the fibers. Two of these are analogous to the conventional approach taken with SiC-based composites, based on fiber coatings that bond weakly, if at all, to the surface of the fibers, or coatings that are inherently weak (e.g., layered or porous). The third relies on the weakness and low stiffness of a porous matrix itself to prevent damage from extending into the fibers, even though the interface between the fibers and matrix might be strongly bonded. Tough composites that show wood-like fracture have now been demonstrated using all three approaches. The key remaining challenges are to optimize high temperature properties, demonstrate long-term stability in high-temperature combustion environments, and develop robust economical manufacturing methods.
2. Fiber developments

The major constraint on further development of oxide composites in the near future will be the temperature limit imposed by the microstructural stability of the fibers, both during processing of the matrix and during use. The highest performance fibers that are now available in adequate quantities and at reasonable cost are fine-grained high-purity alumina (Nextel 610™) and alumina/mullite (Nextel 720™) fibers produced by the 3M company. The creep, grain growth and strength characteristics of these fibers are now well documented [**5,6]. The Nextel 610 fibers have the higher strengths (3.3 GPa, cf. 2.1 GPa) and are expected to be more corrosion resistant in certain environments, whereas the Nextel 720 fibers are more creep resistant and stable to higher temperatures. Based on data presently available, the anticipated maximum temperatures for extended use are about 1100°C for the Nextel 610 and 1200°C for the Nextel 720 (but dependent on stress levels and lifetimes).

A promising approach for improving the creep resistance of the alumina fibers has been exploited in a new fiber (Nextel 650™) from 3M [**7]. These fibers contain ~1% Y₂O₃ as well as ~10% ZrO₂, based on studies showing that doping of grain boundaries in bulk polycrystalline alumina with Y or La leads to large reductions in creep and grain growth [8]. Improvements were achieved in the creep resistance compared with Nextel 610™, although the creep rates remain higher than those of the mullite-containing Nextel 720™ fibers. Most of the properties of the new fibers fall between those of Nextel 610™ and Nextel 720™. Some interesting questions remain on the role of the ZrO₂ in changing the properties and in the relative amounts of Y₂O₃ in the grain boundaries and in solid solution in the ZrO₂.

Further increases in temperature capabilities of polycrystalline oxide fibers are possible with multi-phase microstructures designed to resist creep and grain growth or with other systems such as YAG. However, large increases will be difficult, for the fine grain sizes required to achieve high strengths lead to relatively rapid creep and grain growth. Laboratory-scale fabrication of polycrystalline mullite fibers with promising, but very preliminary property data have been reported [9]. Several groups are developing directionally solidified alumina/YAG eutectic fibers, which if they could be produced in small sizes and large quantities would provide very large increases in temperature capabilities and expand the options for matrix processing [10–13].

3. Weak (porous) matrix composites

The effectiveness of the porous matrix concept in allowing damage-tolerant composites without the presence of fiber coatings was previously demonstrated [14,15]. For up-to-date accounts of the design and mechanical properties of such composites see Refs. [**16,*17]. The optimum strength for the matrix in such composites involves a trade-off of properties: the matrix strength must be low enough to prevent damage in the matrix from extending into the fibers and to prevent transfer of stress between a broken fiber and its neighbors, whereas a low matrix strength leads to poor off-axis properties, compressive strength, and erosion/abrasion resistance. The major challenge is to ensure the high temperature stability of the optimum microstructure.

The earliest work on porous matrix composites used silica-based matrices [18], which place a restrictive limit on high temperature stability. Recent measurements from a composite produced by GEAE (Gen IV™), consisting of stacked layers of woven alumina fibers (Nextel 610) in an alumino-silicate matrix, indicate a significant loss in properties and embrittlement at 950°C [19]. The high temperature tensile strengths were reduced compared with room temperature values by 15 and 50% for unnotched and notched test specimens, while observations of fracture morphologies indicated a large reduction in the degree of uncorrelated fiber fracture and pullout. Significant notch sensitivity was observed even at room temperature (30% reduction in net-section strength). Large improvements were seen in another alumino-silicate matrix composite with more stable mullite fibers (Nextel 720), with no effect of notches on net section strength at temperatures up to 1100°C, and small effect at 1200°C (~20% reduction) [20].

However, under creep conditions the effect of notches was stronger (~40% reduction in net section strength at 1100°C) [21], while long-term aging at temperatures of 1100°C and above caused significant reductions in room temperature strengths (60% reduction at 1200°C) [22].

A major advance for porous matrix composites came with the development of a mullite-based matrix consisting of relatively large (~1 μm) mullite powder particles, which are resistant to sintering, forming a continuous network bonded together with smaller alumina particles (~0.2 μm), which sinter more readily [14,15]. Zirconia has also been used as the more readily sintered phase [23]. With a processing temperature (1200°C) close to the limit of the most refractory oxide fibers presently available (Nextel 720), these or related matrix compositions appear to offer the most promising prospects for long-term stability.

Recent high temperature aging experiments with a 2-D woven mullite-alumina composite (formed from multiple layers of fabric) [*24] have demonstrated that room-temperature tensile properties were not degraded after aging for 1000 h at temperatures up to 1200°C in air, as shown in Fig. 1. The 0/90° strengths and failure strains were unchanged (Fig. 1), while the ±45° strength, Young’s modulus, and matrix hardness all increased after aging at the highest temperature. The increases indicate that the mullite/alumina matrix underwent some degree of sintering during the aging period. Under the same conditions, the previously mentioned alumino-silicate composites suffered strength loss of more than 60%.
Detailed measurements are now available for the room temperature in-plane tensile properties of a 2-D composite consisting of Nextel 610 fibers (stacked layers of woven fabric) in a porous mullite-alumina matrix (both 0/90 and 45°) (**16,25). Measurements of notch sensitivity using center-hole tension tests indicate some loss of net-section strength in the presence of notches, but much less than for a fully notch-sensitive material. Effects of hole size on strength were rationalized by comparing with stress distributions predicted using non-linear continuum and shear band models: a size-scale dependence in the failure condition is implied. The trends are similar to those observed in conventional weak-interface composites.

Systematic studies have now been done to vary the strength and density of the matrix of the mullite-based composite and measure the effect on the mechanical properties (**17,26). These involved further processing with multiple cycles of infiltration and heat treatment using an alumina precursor (Al4(OH)8Cl). Bonding of the particle network by evaporation-condensation in reactive atmosphere has also been used to strengthen the matrix without decreasing the porosity [23]. As the matrix was strengthened and densified there was a trend to increase the tensile strength in the ±45° direction, decrease the strength in the 0/90° direction, and decrease the degree of uncorrelated fiber fracture and pullout lengths on the fracture surface.

4. Weak interface developments

Since the discovery that rare-earth phosphates (most notably La-monazite) bond sufficiently weakly with other oxides to allow debonding of fibers [27], other mixed oxide compounds have been proposed and tested for the same purpose (tungstates, vanadates, niobates [9,28,29]). Nevertheless, La-monazite, which is the most refractory of all the proposed compounds, has attracted the most attention.

Further studies of debonding and sliding at the LaPO4–Al2O3 interface have confirmed the weak bonding [30,31], but have also indicated a possibly important role of plastic deformation in the monazite itself to accommodate interfacial roughness [31]. Both La-monazite and CaWO4 ( scheelite) have been shown to deform relatively easily at room temperature by twinning and dislocation motion [32]. Connections may exist between this and the unique resistance of monazite to amorphization from radiation damage, which makes it the prime candidate for long-term storage of actinide wastes [33].

The effectiveness of monazite interface coatings in providing a phase-compatible debond layer has now been confirmed from tensile strength testing in a variety of specimen configurations (using uncoated control specimens for comparisons): coatings and coating/matrix combinations on individual sapphire fibers [31,34]; individual tows of Nextel 610 alumina fibers coated with monazite and infiltrated with alumina matrix [35]; and unidirectional composites of Nextel™ fibers (610, 650 and 720) with monazite coatings and alumina matrix [**36]. In the last case the matrix, although porous, was sufficiently strong that very little fragmentation of the matrix took place during fracture. Clear evidence was found on the fracture surfaces for the role of the weak interface rather than a weak matrix in allowing extensive debonding and pullout of fibers. After heat treatment at 1100 and 1200°C, the strengths of composites with monazite coatings were all higher than those of the corresponding control specimens, the largest differences being seen after 1200°C treatment (e.g., strength of 200 MPa for coated Nextel 610 composite after 5 h at 1200°C compared with 45 MPa for uncoated control composite).

Although an effective method has been developed for producing thin coatings of monazite on fiber tows (see Section 6), a method for coating fibers in a woven fabric has not been demonstrated. An approach that circumvents the need for a separate coating step has been developed on the basis of observations that monazite deposits preferentially between adjacent fibers in tows or fabrics after infiltration with solution precursors and heat treatment [37]. Infiltration of a slurry consisting of alumina powder in a solution precursor for monazite results in a two-phase (porous) matrix of alumina and monazite, with a continuous layer of monazite around all of the fibers. Composites formed by infiltrating fabrics of Nextel 610 and 720 in this manner, followed by stacking, pressing and sintering, have shown damage-tolerant behavior and absence of notch sensitivity when tested at room temperature and at 1000°C (Fig. 2) [37–39]. Although this behavior may be partly due to the porous nature of the matrix, a significant difference in notch sensitivity is seen between this and the porous matrix composites described in the previous section, thus implying an additional effect of the weak interface.
5. Fiber coating methods

Although chemical and physical vapor methods have been used to deposit coatings of monazites and hexaluminates [29], the deposition of stoichiometric multicomponent plumbites with intrinsically weak cleavage planes, analogous to mica. These approaches have not proven as effective as either the porous matrix approach or the weakly bonded interface materials described in the previous sections [34]. Nevertheless, some useful progress has been made in demonstrating composite properties, refining coating methods, and in defining the relative merits of porosity being concentrated at an interface or distributed throughout the matrix.

Porosity interphases are most commonly produced by mixing fugitive carbon with the fiber coating material. Zirconia, rare-earth aluminate, and zircon have been investigated recently [45-48]. Composites have been produced by hot pressing sapphire fibers with porous zirconia coatings in an alumina matrix [45, 46]. Although the composites had relatively low strengths (~100–130 MPa for 0/90 cross-ply), they were not degraded after cycling at 1200°C (>1300 cycles) and aging at temperatures that would severely degrade composites with polycrystalline oxide fibers (100 h at 1400°C).

Several groups have produced composites with a thin continuous gap between the fibers and matrix by using a fugitive carbon coating on the fibers [49-52]. Useful insight into the merit of the approach is provided in Ref. [49], where comparisons with uncoated control specimens indicated that the gap was effective in enabling fiber pullout in composites of Nextel 720 fibers in a dense calcium alumino-silicate (CAS) matrix, whereas the gap had no effect in a composite with a porous matrix of mullite-alumina. Although the starting strengths were low in this study (~130 MPa), there was no degradation in the porous matrix composite after 500 h at 1150°C and a small loss (~20%) in the CAS matrix composite after aging for 500 h at 1000°C.

The use of layered crystal structures presents several challenges: (i) to form the desired phase at a sufficiently low temperature that the fibers are not degraded during processing; (ii) to orient the weak basal planes of the crystals parallel to the fiber surface; and (iii) to control the roughness of the fracture in the coating to allow constrained sliding of the fibers. Progress has been made in lowering the formation temperature for refractory hexaluminates as low as 1000°C using sol–gel and doping techniques [53-57]. However, although textured coatings have been grown on single-crystal YAG plates at 1200°C, there is a suggestion that on polycrystalline alumina fibers (Nextel 610) there may not be an adequate driving force for grain growth and texturing at this temperature (which is the limit to which these fibers may be exposed during processing) [53].
ponent oxide coatings by such methods is difficult. Solution precursor, sol–gel, or slurry methods potentially allow better control of stoichiometry, although it is more difficult to obtain uniform bridge-free coatings on individual fibers in tow or woven preforms.

A technique that minimizes the bridging problem involves passing the fiber tows through a coating solution or slurry covered with a layer of immiscible liquid that displaces excess coating solution from between the fibers as they are withdrawn [58]. This method has proven effective for depositing thin coatings of monazite (~50–100 nm thickness) on Nextel 610 and 720 fiber tows using a variety of different solution precursors and slurries [**42–**44]. It has also been used to deposit porous coatings using a fugitive carbon phase (La-hexaluminate, YAG and zircon) [47,48].

7. Matrix processing methods

The composites described above were processed using a variety of liquid-based infiltration methods (slurry, sol–gel, precursor) to infiltrate the matrix material into fiber tows or woven fabrics at, or near room temperature, followed by sintering to strengthen the matrix. A challenge remains to develop more versatile methods capable of infiltrating high volume fractions of matrix into fiber preforms. An innovative method was described in Ref. [23] for producing tapes with very high particle packing and shear thinning characteristics that allow infiltration by simple stacking of fabrics and tapes followed by application of shear displacements by vibration.

8. Conclusions

Several types of oxide composite now appear capable of providing sustained use at temperatures as high as 1200°C. While considerable testing in combustion environments with realistic gas flow rates and compositions is still needed to prove their viability, and further improvements in properties and processing methods are desirable, there is now an opportunity to explore innovative combustion component design that avoid limitations of metallic systems. Applications of monazite-based composites in thermal protection systems for space re-entry vehicles are already progressing rapidly in this direction [**41]. Sub-component testing in wind tunnel, arc jet, and impact environments at temperatures up to 1300°C, have shown large gains compared with conventional silica-based systems.
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